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Abstract
We present an I/O-efﬁcient algorithm for the single source shortest path (SSSP) problem for graphs of
bounded treewidth. For sparse graphs in general SSSP seems to be extremely hard to solve. We show
how to solve SSSP in O
￿
sort
￿
N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os for the above class of graphs. An important ingredient to our
solution is an O
￿
sort
￿
N
￿
￿
￿ algorithm to compute a tree-decomposition of width k of the given graph.
Given this decomposition, the algorithm for solving SSSP is rather simple. In order to construct the tree-
decomposition, we present an I/O-efﬁcient algorithm for ﬁnding a maximal matching of a graph, and
introduce ﬂippable DAGs as an interesting new concept that may be useful for other applications as well.
We also show how to realize the well-known time-forward processing technique in O
￿
scan
￿
N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os if
the processed graph is a tree whose vertices are sorted in preorder. This does not give any asymptotic
improvements, but is interesting from a practical point of view, as the used techniques are extremely
simple.
1 Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
In [32], ﬁnding I/O-optimal algorithms for the single source shortest path problem has been identiﬁed as an
important open problem. This paper can be seen as part of our endeavour to identify classes of graphs that
exhibit sufﬁcient structure, in order to beat the W
￿
￿
￿V
￿
￿
￿ bound exhibited by all known single source shortest
path algorithms [26, 22].
Also, although many problems have been shown to be NP-hard, some of them still have to be solved (at
least approximately), in order to answer certain real life problems. A long list of publications on graphs of
bounded treewidth [25, 23, 28, 5, 8, 11, 21, 4, 9, 15, 10] shows how to deal with NP-hard graph problems,
provided that the graph has bounded treewidth,1 which is true for many well-studied classes of graphs
including trees, partial k-trees, seriesparallel graphs, k-outerplanar graphs, Halingraphs, control ﬂow graphs
of goto-free programs, chordal, interval, and circular arc graphs with maximum clique size k. For graphs
having this property, these papers provide polynomial or even linear time solutions to problems that would
be intractable on general graphs.
An issue that these algorithms do not address is the question of I/O-efﬁciency. If the problem instances
become too large to ﬁt into the internal memory of current state-of-the-art computers, the internal memory
algorithms, which often exhibit fairly random memory access patterns, may be forced to perform one I/O-
operation per data access. The result is an immense slow-down of the algorithm, and from a practical point
of view, the problem is intractable again, using these algorithms for huge data sets.
Our paper tries to bridge this gap by providing an O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ algorithm to construct a tree-decomposit-
ion of a given input graph of bounded treewidth. Most internal memory algorithms for these graphs proceed
1See Bodlaender’s web page (http://www.cs.ruu.nl/
￿ hansb)for excellent surveys on this topic.
1using a traversal of the tree-decomposition and almost trivially translate into efﬁcient external memory
algorithms, once the tree-decomposition is given.
1.2 Model of Computation
The difference in access time between internal and external (disk based) memory creates a considerable
bottleneck, assoon asdatasetsaretoolargeto beheldin internalmemory. Unfortunately, thisI/O-bottleneck
is becoming more signiﬁcant as parallel computing gains popularity and CPU speeds increase, since disk
speeds are not keeping pace [30]. Thus, it is important to take the number of input/output (I/O) operations
performed by an algorithm into consideration when estimating its efﬁciency. This issue is captured in the
parallel disk model (PDM) [33], as well as a number of other external memory models [13, 34]. We adopt
the PDM as our model of computation for this paper due to its simplicity, and the fact that we consider only
a single processor.
In thePDM,anexternal memory, consistingof Ddisks, isattachedto amachinewith aninternal memory
capable of holding M data items. Each of the disks is divided into blocks of B consecutive data items. Up
to D blocks, at most one per disk, can be transferred between internal and external memory in a single I/O
operation. The complexity of an algorithm is the number of I/O operations it performs.
In [33] it has been shown that sorting an data set of size N takes sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ Q
￿
￿
￿ N
￿ DB
￿ logM
￿ B
￿ N
￿ B
￿
￿
￿ ;
permuting the data set takes perm
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ Q
￿ min
￿ N
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ I/Os; scanning the data set takes scan
￿ N
￿
￿
￿
Q
￿ N
￿ DB
￿ I/Os.
1.3 Previous Work
Internal memory algorithms for bounded treewidth graphs have been well-studied [25, 23, 28, 5, 8, 4, 9, 15,
10]. Bodlaender [8] gives a linear-time algorithm for constructing a tree-decomposition of width at most
k for a graph of treewidth at most k, using the algorithm of [11] to compute a decomposition of width at
most k from a decomposition of width at most 2k. Several authors give improved algorithms for graphs of
treewidth at most two [9], and treewidth at most four [5]. In [6, 4, 7], linear time algorithms for problems on
bounded treewidth graphs are given, which are NP-hard for general graphs. These algorithms assume that
the tree-decomposition is given as part of the input. Several authors deal with the problem of computing
tree-decompositions of bounded treewidth graphs in parallel using the PRAM model of computation [9,
15, 10, 23]. Bodlaender and Hagerup [10] give PRAM algorithms for general k, while Bodlaender and
de Fluiter [9] give more practical solutions for graphs of treewidth at most two. We are not aware of any
external memory results on computing tree-decompositions of graphs or NP-hard problems. However, the
embedding algorithm in [24] can be used to obtain a tree-decomposition of width 2 for outerplanar graphs
in O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os.
Shortest path problems are well-studied in internal memory. Dijkstra’s algorithm [14] when imple-
mented using Fibonacci heaps [18] is the best known algorithm for the single source shortest path problem
in general graphs and runs in O
￿
￿
￿V
￿ log
￿V
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿E
￿
￿
￿ time. In [16], an O
￿ n
￿ logn
￿ algorithm for single source
shortest paths and an O
￿ n2
￿ algorithm for all pairs shortest paths in planar graphs is given. In [17], the all
pairs shortest path algorithm was improved to O
￿ pn
￿ , where p is the size of the minimum face-on-vertex
cover for the given graph. Of course, in order to beat the W
￿ n2
￿ time bound for all pairs shortest paths,
Frederickson needs to use an implicit representation of the all pairs shortest path information. In [19], a
linear time single source shortest path algorithm for planar graphs is given.
In external memory, the best known single source shortest path algorithm is due to Kumar and Schwabe
[22] and takes O
￿ V
￿
￿
￿ E
￿ B
￿ logM
￿ B
￿ E
￿ B
￿
￿
￿ I/Os. Breadth-ﬁrst search can be seen as the single source short-
est path problem with unit weights on the edges of G. The best known BFS algorithm for general graphs
is due to Munagala and Ranade [26] and takes O
￿ V
￿ sort
￿ E
￿
￿
￿ I/Os. In [24], Maheshwari and Zeh give
2O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ algorithms for BFS and DFS in outerplanar graphs. They also prove W
￿ perm
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ lower bounds
for embedding, BFS, and DFS. Recently, Arge et al. [3] provided an O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ single source shortest path
algorithm for planar graphs, provided that a BFS tree of the graph is given.
In internal memory, a simple greedy algorithm computes a maximal matching for any graph in O
￿
￿
￿V
￿
￿
￿
￿E
￿
￿
￿ time. The best known external memory results are O
￿
￿
￿E
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿V
￿sort
￿
￿
￿V
￿
￿
￿ log2
￿ V
￿ M
￿
￿
￿ I/Os deterministi-
cally and O
￿ sort
￿
￿
￿E
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ I/Os [1].
A perfect elimination ordering of a chordal graph can be found in linear time using algorithms by [27,
29, 31]. In the PRAM model, Klein [20] shows how to compute a perfect elimination ordering in O
￿ log2n
￿
time using O
￿
￿
￿ n
￿ m
￿
￿
￿ logn
￿ processors. In external memory, the sequential approaches seem unfeasible,
as they use search-strategies similar to breadth-ﬁrst search, while a simulation of Klein’s approach would
lead to a suboptimal I/O-complexity. We are not aware of any results on computing a perfect elimination
ordering in external memory.
1.4 Our Results
Our results are the following:
1. An O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ algorithm to test whether a given graph has treewidth at most k. This algorithm
constructs a tree-decompositionof width at mostk if thetesting algorithm conﬁrmed that thetreewidth
of the given graph is at most k. (Section 5)
2. An O
￿ scan
￿ N
￿ I
￿
￿
￿ algorithm for time-forward processing in rooted trees, provided that the input
tree is sorted in preorder. Here, I is the total amount of data sent along the edges of T. As pre-
order numbering takes O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os, this result gives an asymptotic improvement over the pre-
vious O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿ I
￿
￿
￿ result [12] only if I
￿ w
￿ N
￿ . However, the techniques used in our solution
are extremely simple, and the constants hidden in the big-Oh are extremely small, which makes this
technique very attractive from a practical point of view, especially if several passes over the tree are
required. (Section 3)
3. An O
￿ sort
￿
￿
￿V
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿E
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ algorithm to compute a maximal matching of a given graph G. Our algorithm
is deterministic and matches the I/O-complexity of the best previously known randomized algorithm
for this problem. (Section 5.2)
4. An O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ algorithm to compute a perfect elimination ordering for the chordal extension of a
partial k-tree. (Section 5.3.4)
5. An O
￿ scan
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ single source shortestpath algorithm fordirected graphs whose underlyingundirected
graphs have treewidth bounded by some constant k, provided that the tree-decomposition is given as
part of the input, and the tree nodes are sorted in preorder. (Section 6)
6. O
￿ scan
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ algorithms for the following problems on graphs of bounded treewidth: maximum clique,
minimum vertex colver, maximum independent set, Hamiltonian cycle, and chromatic number. Again
the algorithm assumes that the tree-decomposition is given as part of the input, and the tree nodes are
sorted in preorder. (Section 6)
In Section 4, we develop ﬂippable DAGs as a concept to solve the follwing problem: Assume we are given
two st-graphs G1 and G2 that we want to join into a new DAG G either by series or parallel composition
of graphs G1 and G2. When performing a series composition, we may choose to join the sink of G1 to
the sink of G2 and turn all edges in G2 around. During a parallel composition, we may join the sink of
one graph to the source of the other, which again requires ﬂipping all edges in one of the graphs. Graph
3G may itself be involved in further series or parallel compositions. Now it is easy to construct an example
where W
￿ N2
￿ edge ﬂips are required, if we always perform the required edge ﬂips explicitly. Using ﬂippable
DAGs, we perform only O
￿ 1
￿ updates per composition; once the ﬁnal DAG has been constructed, every
edge is examined exactly once, in order to determine whether or not it has to be ﬂipped to give it the proper
direction.
2 Preliminaries
Basic concepts An (undirected) graph is a pair G
￿
￿
￿ V
￿ E
￿ of setsV and E;V is the vertex set of G; E is the
edge set of G and contains unordered pairs
￿ v
￿ w
￿
￿
￿ V. A graph G is simple if for all v
  V,
￿ v
￿ v
￿
"
!
  E. In this
paperweconsideronly simplegraphs. Adirectedgraph isa pairG
￿
￿
￿ V
￿ E
￿ ofsetsV andE
￿ V
# V. That is,
the edges in G are ordered pairs
￿ v
￿ w
￿ . We call v the source and w the target of
￿ v
￿ w
￿ and say that edge
￿ v
￿ w
￿
is directed from v to w. For an undirected graph G
￿
$
￿ V
￿ E
￿ , let the directed graph corresponding to G be the
graphD
￿ G
￿
%
￿
￿
￿ V
￿
&
￿
’
￿ v
￿ w
￿
(
￿
￿
￿ w
￿ v
￿ :
￿ v
￿ w
￿
)
  E
￿
￿
￿ . Fora directedgraphG
￿
*
￿ V
￿ E
￿ , lettheunderlying undirected
graph be the graph U
￿ G
￿
￿
￿
+
￿ V
￿
&
￿
,
￿ v
￿ w
￿ :
￿ v
￿ w
￿
-
  E
￿
￿
￿ . Note that U
￿ D
￿ G
￿
￿
￿
.
￿ G, for every undirected graph
G, but not necessarily D
￿ U
￿ G
￿
￿
￿
/
￿ G for a directed graph G. For every vertex v in an undirected graph G, the
neighborhood of v is the set NG
￿ v
￿
￿
￿
0
￿ w
  V :
￿ v
￿ w
￿
1
  E
￿ . The degree of v is deﬁned as dG
￿ v
￿
￿
￿
+
￿NG
￿ v
￿
2
￿.
Sometimes we just write d
￿ v
￿ if the graph G is understood. For every vertex v in a directed graph G, the in-
neighborhood and out-neighborhood of v are the sets N
3G
￿ v
￿
.
￿
0
￿ w
  V :
￿ w
￿ v
￿
4
  E
￿ , and N
5G
￿ v
￿
.
￿
$
￿ w
  V :
￿ v
￿ w
￿
￿
  E
￿ , respectively. The neighborhood of v is the set NG
￿ v
￿
6
￿ N
3G
￿ v
￿
,
7 N
5G
￿ v
￿ . We deﬁne the in-degree,
out-degree, and degree of v as d
3G
￿ v
￿
8
￿
9
￿N
3G
￿ v
￿
2
￿, d
5G
￿ v
￿
8
￿
:
￿N
5G
￿ v
￿
2
￿, and dG
￿ v
￿
8
￿ d
3G
￿ v
￿
;
￿ d
5G
￿ v
￿ , respectively.
A graph H
￿
9
￿ W
￿ F
￿ is called a subgraph of G
￿
9
￿ V
￿ E
￿ ifW
￿ V and F
￿ E. Given a vertex set X
￿ V,
let G
<X
= denote the subgraph of G induced by X deﬁned as G
<X
=
,
￿
*
￿ X
￿
&
￿
,
￿ v
￿ w
￿
>
  E :
￿ v
￿ w
￿
￿
￿ X
￿
￿
￿ . Let G
? X
denote the graph G
<V
@ X
= .
A walk in a directedgraph G
￿
￿
￿ V
￿ E
￿ is a sequence p
￿
￿
￿ v1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ vn
￿ such that
￿ vi
￿ vi
5 1
￿
6
  E, for 1
B i
C n;
p is a path if all vertices in p are distinct; p is a cycle if v1
￿ vn and a simple cycle if v1
￿ vn and all vertices
in p except v1 and vn are distinct. We call v1 and vn the source and target of p. A directed acyclic graph
(DAG) is a directed graph G
￿
9
￿ V
￿ E
￿ without cycles. Denote all vertices v with d
3
￿ v
￿
￿
￿ 0 as sources in G
and all vertices with d
5
￿ v
￿
￿
￿ 0 as sinks in G.
Given a weight function w:E
D
F
E , the weight of a walk p
￿
$
￿ v1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ vn
￿ is as w
￿ p
￿
G
￿ å
n
3 1
i
H 1 w
￿
￿
￿ vi
￿ vi
5 1
￿
￿
￿ .
We call a walk negative or positive if its weight is negative or positive. If we are given a weight function w
for a directed graph G, we call G weighted. Given a weighted directed graph G without negative cycles, a
shortest path from a vertex v to a vertex w is a path p
￿ v
￿ w
￿ with minimal weight among all paths with source
v and target w. Walks, paths, cycles, simple cycles, and shortest paths in an undirected graph G are the same
as walks, paths, cycles, simple cycles, and shortest paths in D
￿ G
￿ .
An undirected graph G
￿
9
￿ V
￿ E
￿ is connected if there is a path from v
  V to any other vertex w
  V. A
directed graph G
￿
*
￿ V
￿ E
￿ is connected ifU
￿ G
￿ is connected. The connected components of a graph G are its
maximal connected subgraphs. A tree is a connected graph T that does not contain cycles. For a connected
graph G
￿
9
￿ V
￿ E
￿ , a spanning tree is a tree T
￿
9
￿ V
￿ F
￿ . For a graph G
￿
9
￿ V
￿ E
￿ , a spanning forest contains a
spanning tree for every connected component of G. A rooted tree is a tree T
￿
+
￿ V
￿ F
￿ with a distinguished
root vertex r
  V. We call a vertex v
  V and ancestor of another vertex w
  V and w a descendant of v if
the unique path from r to w in T contains v; v is the parent of w and w is a child fo v if v is an ancestor of w
and
￿ v
￿ w
￿
I
  F. For rooted trees, we deﬁne the degree of a vertex v as the number of its children. (Note that
this deﬁnition differs from the degree deﬁnition for undirected graphs.)
Given an undirected graph G
￿
J
￿ V
￿ E
￿ , a matching
K is a subset of edges in E such that no two edges
in
K share an endpoint. A matching is maximal if every edge in E
@
￿
K shares at least one endpoint with an
4edge in
K . A clique is a subgraph H of G such that for all vertices v
￿ w
  H,
￿ v
￿ w
￿
1
  E. A vertex v
  V is
simplicial if the neighborhood NG
￿ v
￿ of v in G forms a clique. In particular, NG
￿ v
￿
’
7
L
￿ v
￿ is a clique.
Given a cycle c
￿
:
￿ v1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ vn
￿ in a graph G, a chord of c is an edge
￿ vi
￿ vj
￿ such that j
? i
M 2 and either
i
N 1 or j
C n
? 1. An undirected graph G
￿
9
￿ V
￿ E
￿ is triangulated if every cycle in G of length greater than
three has a chord. A perfect elimination ordering (PEO) of G is an ordering
O of the vertices in V such that
for every vertex v, the set
￿ w
  NG
￿ v
￿ : v
O w
￿ is a clique.
An st-graph is a DAG with exactly one source s and one sink t. An st-graph is series parallel if it
consists of a single edge
￿ s
￿ t
￿ or can be obtained from two st-graphs G1 and G2 with sources s1 and s2 and
sinks t1 and t2 by identifying t1 and s2 (series composition) or by identifying s1 with s2 and t1 with t2. In this
paper, we also consider the graph consisting of a single vertex as series parallel. Series parallel graphs do
not contain the complete graph with 4 vertices as a minor. Hence, they are planar.
Tree-decompositions Given an undirected graph G
￿
P
￿ V
￿ E
￿ , a tree-decomposition
Q
R
￿
P
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿ consists
of a tree T
￿
9
￿ I
￿ F
￿ and a collection
S of sets
￿ X
V :
W
X
  I
￿ such that
(T1)
Y
V
Z IX
V
[
￿ V,
(T2) For every edge
￿ v
￿ w
￿
\
  E, there is a node
W
￿
  I such that
￿ v
￿ w
￿
]
￿ X
V, and
(T3) For any three nodes
W,
^ , and
_ such that
^ is on the tree path from
W to
_ , X
V
￿
‘ X
a
b
￿ X
c .
To avoid confusion we will refer to the vertices of graph G as vertices and use small intalic letters to denote
these vertices, while we use small sans serif letters to denote the nodes of the tree T, which we denote as
nodes. A tree-decomposition is said to have width k if
￿X
V
d
￿
,
B k
￿ 1, for all
W
e
  I. The treewidth of a graph
G is the minimum width over all possible tree-decompositions of G. In particular, the tree-width of G is 1
if and only if G is a forest of trees. We deﬁne the tree-width of a directed graph G to be the same as the
tree-width of U
￿ G
￿ . A rooted tree-decomposition is a tree-decomposition with a distinguished root vertex.
Given a rooted tree-decomposition
Q
0
￿
$
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿ , let desc
￿
￿
W
￿
￿ be the set of descendants of node
W in T, including
i. Let T
V
f
￿ T
<desc
￿
￿
W
￿
￿
￿
= . Let G
V
f
￿ G
<
Y
c
d
Z desc
g
V
h X
c
d
= , and
Q
1
V be the tree-decomposition of G
V obtained from
Q by
pruning T to T
V and removing all sets X
c ,
^
)
!
  desc
￿
￿
W
i
￿ , from
S .
A rooted tree-decomposition is nice if all nodes of T have at most two children and the following
conditions hold: (1) If node
W has degree 2 and
^ and
_ are the children of
W, then X
V
[
￿ X
c
/
￿ X
a ; (2) if node
W
has degree 1 and
^ is the child of
W, then either X
c
8
￿ X
V and
￿X
V
T
￿
f
￿
P
￿X
c
￿
￿
￿
￿ 1 or X
V
;
￿ X
c and
￿X
c
￿
￿
j
￿
+
￿X
V
T
￿
￿
￿ 1. We
call a leaf of T a start node, a degree-2 node a join node, and a degree-1 node a forget node if X
V
f
￿ X
c
￿
@
4
￿ x
￿
and an introduce node if X
V
￿ X
c
7
L
￿ x
￿ .
A path-decomposition is a tree-decomposition
Q
k
￿
l
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿ such that T is a path. We can write such
a path-decomposition as the sequence Y
￿
P
￿ X1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ X
mI
m
i
￿ of sets X
V along the path T. We can root a path-
decomposition by distinguishing one of its two leaves as the root of the path. The pathwidth of a graph G is
the minimum width over all possible path-decompositions of G. Given two path-decompositions Y1 andY2,
denote byY1
n Y2 the concatenation ofY1 andY2. This operation is allowed only ifY1
n Y2 satisﬁes Properties
T1–T3.
Typical sequences and typical lists Given an integer sequence a
￿
R
￿ a1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ an
￿ , let the length of a be
￿a
￿
2
￿ n and max
￿ a
￿
8
￿ max
￿ ai : 1
B i
B n
￿ . For two sequences a and b of the same length, the sum a
￿ b of a
and b is the sequence c
￿
:
￿ c1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ cn
￿ with ci
￿ ai
￿ bi, 1
B i
B n. For a constant l, let a
￿ l be the sequence
￿ a1
￿ l
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ an
￿ l
￿ . For two integer sequences a and b of the same length, we write a
B b if ai
B bi, for all
1
B i
B n.
The typical sequence t
￿ a
￿ of an integer sequence a is the sequence obtained after iterating the following
operations until none of these operations is applicable:
5Duplicate removal: Remove consecutive repetitions of the same element. That is, if ai
￿ ai
5 1 in a, then
ai
5 1 is removed from a.
Typical operation: If the sequence contains two elements ai and ak, i
B k
? 2 such that for all i
B j
B k,
ai
B aj
B ak or ai
M aj
M ak, then elements ai
5 1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ ak
3 1 are removed from a.
Lemma 1 [11] The typical sequence t
￿ a
￿ of a sequence a is well-deﬁned.
Lemma 2 [11] If the elements in a are non-negative integers and max
￿ a
￿
b
￿ k, then
￿t
￿ a
￿
2
￿
o
B 2k
￿ 1 and
max
￿ t
￿ a
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ k.
An extension of an integer sequence a is a sequence a
p
-
￿
J
￿ a
p1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ a
pm
￿ such that there are indices t1
C t2
C
q
￿
q
￿
q
C tn
5 1
￿ m
￿ 1 such that for all 1
B i
B n and ti
B j
C ti
5 1, ati
￿ a
pj. Let E
￿ a
￿ be the set of all extensions
of a.
Lemma 3 [11] If a
p
  E
￿ a
￿ , then t
￿ a
p
￿
8
￿ t
￿ a
￿ .
For two sequences a and b, let the ringsum of a and b be deﬁned as a
r b
￿
+
￿ a
p
￿ b
p : a
p
  E
￿ a
￿
￿
s b
p
 
E
￿ b
￿
’
s
t
￿a
p
￿
2
￿
+
￿b
p
￿
u
￿ .
Lemma 4 [11] Let a and b be two integer sequences and c
  a
r b. Then there exists an integer sequence
c
v
w
  a
r b with t
￿ c
￿
.
￿ t
￿ c
v
x
￿ and
￿c
v
y
￿
,
B
$
￿a
￿
￿
￿
z
￿b
￿
￿
? 1.
For two sequences a
￿
P
￿ a1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ am
￿ and b
￿
J
￿ b1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ bm
￿ , let the concatenation of a and b be the sequence
a
n b
￿
J
￿ a1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ am
￿ b1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ bn
￿ .
Lemma 5 [11] For two sequences a and b, t
￿ a
n b
￿
￿
￿ t
￿ t
￿ a
￿
n t
￿ b
￿
￿
￿ .
A split of a sequence a
￿
k
￿ a1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ an
￿ is a pair
￿ b
￿ c
￿ of sequences such that b
￿
{
￿ a1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ af
￿ and either
c
￿
9
￿ af
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ an
￿ or c
￿
J
￿ af
5 1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ an
￿ . In the ﬁrst case we say that the split is of type one; otherwise, it is of
type two.
An (integer) list is a list
<a
=
￿
￿
:
￿ a
g 1
h
￿ a
g 2
h
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ a
g n
h
￿ , where each A
g i
h is an integer sequence.
| The length of a list is the number of sequences in the list.
| For a list
<a
=
￿
￿
9
￿ a
g 1
h
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ a
g n
h
￿ , we deﬁne max
<a
=
w
￿ max
￿ max
￿ a
g i
h
￿ : 1
B i
B n
￿ .
| Two lists
<a
= and
<b
= have the same length in the strong sense if they have the same length and
￿a
g i
h
￿
2
￿
￿b
g i
h
￿, for all 1
B i
B n.
| For two lists
<a
= and
<b
= of the same length in the strong sense we write
<a
=
G
B
0
<b
= if a
g i
h
B b
g i
h , for all
1
B i
B n.
| For two lists with the same length in the strong sense we write
<a
=
,
￿
￿
<b
= to denote the list
￿ a
g 1
h
￿
b
g 1
h
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ a
g n
h
￿ b
g n
h
￿ .
| The typical list of a list
<a
= is the list t
<a
=
}
￿
9
￿ t
￿ a
g 1
h
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ a
g n
h
￿
￿
￿ .
| The extension set of a list
<a
= is the set E
<a
=
}
￿
0
￿
’
<b
=
￿
￿
9
￿ b
g 1
h
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ b
g n
h
￿ :
~ 1
￿ i
￿ nb
g i
h
  E
￿ a
g i
h
￿
￿
￿ .
| Theringsumoftwolists
<a
= and
<b
= ofthesamelengthistheset
<a
=
￿
r
￿
<b
=
￿
￿
￿
￿
’
￿ c
g 1
h
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ c
g n
h
￿ :
~ 1
￿ i
￿ nc
g i
h
 
a
g i
h
r b
g i
h
￿ .
All of the above results on integer sequences extend to integer lists.
61: Let d
￿ r
￿ be some dummy input for the root r of T.
2: PUSH
￿ S
￿ d
￿ r
￿
￿
￿
3: for every node v of T in preorder do
4: d
￿ v
￿
.
￿ POP
￿ S
￿
5: Evaluate v using d
￿ v
￿ and f
￿ v
￿
6: Let w1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ wk be the children of v sorted by increasing preorder numbers
7: for i
￿ k
￿ k
? 1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ 1 do
8: PUSH
￿ S
￿ d
￿ wi
￿
￿
￿
9: end for
10: end for
Algorithm 1: Top-down time-forward processing in a rooted tree.
3 Time-Forward Processing for Rooted Trees
Time-forward processing was introduced in [12] as a technique to evaluate directed acyclic graphs. That is,
every vertex is initially labeled with a predicate f
￿ v
￿ . In the end, we want to compute a predicate y
￿ v
￿ for
every vertex, which may only depend on the predicate f
￿ v
￿ and some input received from the in-neighbors
of v. In the general setting, this technique requires O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿ I
￿
￿
￿ I/Os, where N is the number of vertices in
G, and I is the total amount of information sent along all edges of G. In this section, we show the following
result.
Theorem 1 Given a rooted tree T
￿
k
￿ V
￿ E
￿ whose edges are directed and whose vertices are sorted in
preorder, T can be evaluated in O
￿ scan
￿ N
￿ I
￿
￿
￿ I/Os using O
￿
￿
￿ N
￿ I
￿
￿
￿ B
￿ blocks of external memory, where
I is the total amount of information sent along all edges of T.
In order to prove this theorem, we will need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 6 Given a rooted tree T
￿
R
￿ V
￿ E
￿ whose edges are directed from parents to children and whose
vertices are sorted in preorder, T can be evaluated in O
￿ scan
￿ N
￿ I
￿
￿
￿ I/Os using O
￿
￿
￿ N
￿ I
￿
￿
￿ B
￿ blocks of
external memory, where I is the total amount of information sent along all edges of T.
Proof. Denote the data sent from the parent of a node v to node v by d
￿ v
￿ . We use a stack S to implement
the time-forward processing. Algorithm 1 shows the code. In order to prove this algorithm correct, we have
to show that d
￿ v
￿ is indeed the top element of S in Line 4 when vertex v is being evaluated. We will need the
following claim.
Claim 1 Let m be the number of elements on stack S before evaluating a vertex v of T, and let Tv be the
subtree of T rooted at v. Then the stack level never falls below m
? 1 during the evaluation of Tv. After the
evaluation of Tv, the stack level is m
? 1.
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on the size
￿Tv
￿ of Tv. If
￿Tv
￿
2
￿ 1 (i.e., v is a leaf), v removes the top
entry from the stack in Line 4 and does not put any new entries onto the stack, as the loop in Lines 7–9 is
never executed. Hence, the claim is true.
So assume that
￿Tv
￿
j
N 1. Then v has at least one child. Let w1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ wk be the children of v. The evaluation
of the Tv is done by evaluating v followed by the evaluation of subtrees Tw1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Twk. Note that each subtree
Twi has size
￿Twi
￿
X
C
*
￿Tv
￿; so the claim holds for Twi by induction hypothesis.
7Let S
￿
l
￿ s1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ sm
￿ before the evaluation of v. After the evaluation of v and before the evaluation of
w1, S
￿
l
￿ d
￿ w1
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ d
￿ wk
￿
(
￿ s2
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ sm
￿ . Inductively, we claim that S
￿
{
￿ d
￿ wi
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ d
￿ wk
￿
(
￿ s2
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ sm
￿ before
the evaluation of node wi. As Claim 1 holds for Twi, the evaluation of Twi never touches the elements
d
￿ wi
5 1
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ d
￿ wk
￿
(
￿ s2
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ sm and removes the top element d
￿ wi
￿ from the stack. Hence, after the evaluation
of Twi, S
￿
0
￿ d
￿ wi
5 1
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
(
￿ d
￿ wk
￿
(
￿ s2
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ sm
￿ . In particular, after the evaluation of Twk, S
￿
0
￿ s2
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
(
￿ sm
￿ . But the
evaluation of Twk ﬁnishes the evaluation of Tv. Hence, after the evaluation of Tv, S
￿
9
￿ s2
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ sm
￿ , as desired.
Also, before the evaluation of every Twi,
￿S
￿
X
M m. By induction hypothesis, the stack level never falls below
m
? 1 during the evaluation of Twi. Hence, the same is true for the evaluation of Tv.
Claim 1 immediately implies the correctness of the lemma: If node v is the root of T, then S
￿
R
￿ d
￿ v
￿
￿
￿ .
Otherwise, v has a parent u with children w1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ wk such that v
￿ wi. Immediately, after the evaluation
of u, S
￿
￿
￿ d
￿ w1
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
(
￿ d
￿ wk
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ . In the proof of Claim 1 it is shown that before the evaluation of v
￿ wi,
S
￿
*
￿ d
￿ wi
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ d
￿ wk
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ . Hence, in any case, d
￿ v
￿ is the top of the stack immediately before the evaluation
of node v.
In order to see the I/O-bound, observe that we scan the vertex list of T once, which takes O
￿ scan
￿ N
￿
￿
￿
I/Os. Data is sent along the tree edges using the stack S. Every data item is pushed once and popped once,
so that we perform O
￿ I
￿ stack operations, which cost O
￿ scan
￿ I
￿
￿
￿ I/Os. In total, we spend O
￿ scan
￿ N
￿ I
￿
￿
￿
I/Os. The space requirements are clearly bounded by O
￿
￿
￿ N
￿ I
￿
￿
￿ B
￿ blocks of external memory, as this is the
maximal number of blocks accessible in the given number of I/Os.
Lemma 7 Given a rooted tree T
￿
R
￿ V
￿ E
￿ whose edges are directed from children to parents and whose
vertices are sorted in preorder, T can be evaluated in O
￿ scan
￿ N
￿ I
￿
￿
￿ I/Os using O
￿
￿
￿ N
￿ I
￿
￿
￿ B
￿ blocks of
external memory, where I is the total amount of information sent along all edges of T.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 6. We simply reverse the order of processing the nodes of
T.
Proof (Theorem 1). The crucial observation is the following: A vertex v with an edge directed from v to v’s
parent in T can only receive input from its children. More formally, consider the subgraph T
v of T induced
by all edges of T that are directed from children to parents. T
v is a forest of rooted trees. Then the following
claim holds.
Claim 2 For every non-root vertex v in T
v , N
3T
￿
￿ v
￿
.
￿ N
3T
￿ v
￿ .
Proof. Assume that N
3T
￿
￿ v
￿
4
!
￿ N
3T
￿ v
￿ . All edges in N
3T
￿ v
￿ are directedfrom children of v towards v except the
edge from v’s parent to v (if it is in N
3T
￿ v
￿ ). Thus, this is the only edge that may not be in N
3T
￿
￿ v
￿ . However,
if the edge from v’s parent to v is directed from v’s parent to v, then v is a root in T
v .
Claim 2 implies that we can use the algorithm of Lemma 7 to evaluate all non-root vertices of T
v . Moreover,
for every root in T
v , all children have been fully evaluated, so that they can provide their input to v. Thus,
every node that has not been evaluated yet is waiting only for the input from its parent. Thus, we consider
the subgraph T
v
v of T induced by all edges directed from parents to children. Again T
v
v is a forest of rooted
trees. We apply the algorithm of Lemma 6 to T
v
v to evaluate the remaining vertices.
By Lemmas 6 and 7 both phases of the algorithm take O
￿ scan
￿ N
￿ I
￿
￿
￿ I/Os using O
￿
￿
￿ N
￿ I
￿
￿
￿ B
￿ blocks
of external memory.
Given the fact that a preorder numbering of T can be computed in O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os using O
￿ N
￿ B
￿ blocks
of external memory (e.g., using the Euler tour technique and list ranking [12]), we obtain the following
corollary.
8Corollary 1 Given a rooted tree T
￿
P
￿ V
￿ E
￿ whose edges are directed, T can be evaluated in O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
w
￿
scan
￿ I
￿
￿
￿ I/Os using O
￿
￿
￿ N
￿ I
￿
￿
￿ B
￿ blocks of external memory, where I is the total amount of information
sent along all edges of T.
Note that, if I
￿ O
￿ N
￿ , Corollary 1 does not give an asymptotic improvement over the standard time-forward
processing technique for general graphs [2, 12]. However, even then it is worthwhile to use our algorithm,
in particular if an algorithm requires several passes over the tree, because the tree needs to be sorted only
once; once the tree has been sorted, our algorithm is very efﬁcient with extremely small constants hidden in
the big-Oh.
4 Flippable DAGs
In this section we introduce the concept of ﬂippable DAGs. The motivation is that we will later use series
parallel st-graphs representing a pathY, which we want to be able to ﬂip. That is, we want to decide whether
we process Y from head to tail or from tail to head. This corresponds to processing G from s to t or from t
to s. Thus, we will need an efﬁcient way to turn the edges in G around. If all edges of G were given directed
from s to t, this would require a single scan. However, G may be composed of two smaller DAGs G1 and
G2, and we may have joined G1 and G2 at their sink vertices instead of joining the sink of G1 with the source
of G2. Hence, the edges of G2 need to be ﬂipped. G1 and G2 are recursively composed of smaller DAGs. So
we are facing the problem of deciding for each edge whether or not to ﬂip it. This section gives a solution
for this problem.
A ﬂippable DAG is a directed graph G
￿
R
￿ V
￿ E1
7 E2
￿ such that
￿ V
￿ E1
￿ is a DAG and E2
￿
l
￿
’
￿ v
￿ w
￿ :
￿ w
￿ v
￿
-
  E1
￿ . Every vertex v
  V will later be assigned a color c
￿ v
￿
b
 
￿
￿ red
￿ blue
￿ . This deﬁnes a coloring
of v, which is a function c :V
D
￿
￿ red
￿ blue
￿ . For a color c
 
￿
￿ red
￿ blue
￿ , let ¯ c denote the opposite color.
That is, if c
￿ red, then ¯ c
￿ blue and vice versa. Given a coloring c : V
D
￿
￿ red
￿ blue
￿ , the coloring
¯ c :V
D
￿
￿ red
￿ blue
￿ is deﬁned as ¯ c
￿ v
￿
8
￿ c
￿ v
￿ , for all v
  V. Every edge e
￿
$
￿ v
￿ w
￿ in E
￿ E1
7 E2 is assigned
a pair of colors
￿ c1
￿ c2
￿ , where c1
 
￿
￿ red
￿ blue
￿ and c2
 
￿
￿ red
￿ blue
￿ ; for an edge
￿ v
￿ w
￿
￿
  E1 with color
c
￿
￿
￿ v
￿ w
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
9
￿ c1
￿ c2
￿ , the color of edge
￿ w
￿ v
￿
￿
  E2 is c
￿
￿
￿ w
￿ v
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
9
￿ ¯ c2
￿ ¯ c1
￿ .
We represent G as an undirected graph G
v
￿
:
￿ V
￿ E
v
￿ , E
v
￿
*
￿
,
￿ v
￿ w
￿ :
￿ v
￿ w
￿
￿
  E1
￿ , storing with every edge
e
  E
v the color information about its two corresponding edges e1
  E1 and e2
  E2. Given an edge e
  G
v
with corresponding edge e1
  E1, edge e is color-preserving if c
￿ e1
￿
-
￿
R
￿ c1
￿ c2
￿ and c1
￿ c2. Otherwise,
edge e is color-changing. Given a vertex v
  V, a color c, and a spanning tree T
v , we deﬁne a coloring
c
￿ c
￿ v
￿ c
￿ T
v
￿ of G with respect to v, c, and T
v as follows: Root T
v at v and assign color c
￿ v
￿
￿
￿ c to v. For
every other vertex w
  V with parent p
￿ w
￿ in T
v , let c
￿ w
￿
￿
￿ c
￿ p
￿ w
￿
￿
￿ if edge
￿ w
￿ p
￿ w
￿
￿
￿ is color-preserving
and c
￿ w
￿
.
￿ c
￿ p
￿ w
￿
￿
￿ if edge
￿ w
￿ p
￿ w
￿
￿
￿ is color-changing. It is easy to see that c
￿ v
￿ ¯ c
￿ T
v
￿
￿
￿
￿ c
￿ v
￿ c
￿ T
v
￿ . G is a
valid ﬂippable DAG if the following two conditions hold:
(F1) Given any two spanning trees T
v and T
v
v and any two vertices v and w such that coloring c
￿ v
￿ c
￿ T
v
￿
assigns color c
v to w, the colorings c
￿ v
￿ c
￿ T
v
x
￿ and c
￿ w
￿ c
v
d
￿ T
v
v
￿
￿ are the same. As all these colorings are
the same, we write c
￿ v
￿ c
￿ for the coloring deﬁned by coloring v with color c.2
(F2) Consider theedge setEv
￿ c deﬁned as
￿
’
￿ v
￿ w
￿
8
  E1
7 E2 :c
￿
￿
￿ v
￿ w
￿
￿
￿
/
￿
*
￿ c
￿ v
￿
(
￿ c
￿ w
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ . Theneither Ev
￿ c
￿ E1
or Ev
￿ c
￿ E2.
AsforavalidﬂippableDAG Ev
￿ c
￿ E1 andEv
￿ ¯ c
￿ E2 or viceversa,weuniquelychooseaDAGGv
￿ c
￿
￿
￿ V
￿ Ev
￿ c
￿
such that either Ev
￿ c
￿ E1 or Ev
￿ c
￿ E2, only by choosing the color of a vertex v. We call the construction of
Gv
￿ c from G the untangling of G.
2This implies in particular that for every edge
￿ v
￿ w
￿
4
￿ E
￿ , either c
￿
￿
￿ v
￿ w
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ c
￿ v
￿
￿
￿ c
￿ w
￿
￿
￿ or c
￿
￿
￿ w
￿ v
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ c
￿ w
￿
￿
￿ c
￿ v
￿
￿
￿ , but not
both.
9Property F1 immediately gives us an algorithm to untangle G: (Remember that we represent G as the
undirected graph G
v deﬁned above.) We compute a spanning tree T
v of G
v , choose a root v of T
v and a color
c for the root vertex v. Then apply time-forward processing in T
v to color all vertices of G. Now use sorting
and scanning to extract all edges
￿ v
￿ w
￿
4
  E1
7 E2 such that c
￿
￿
￿ v
￿ w
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
9
￿ c
￿ v
￿
(
￿ c
￿ w
￿
￿
￿ .
If G has more than one connected component, we have to choose one vertex vi for each connected
component of Gi along with a color ci for vi. Then we compute a spanning tree for each of the components,
topologically sort the spanning forest, and apply time-forward processing to the spanning forest as for the
connected case. This gives us the following result.
Lemma 8 A valid ﬂippable DAG G of size N can be untangled in O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os using O
￿ N
￿ B
￿ blocks of
external memory, provided that G belongs to a class of graphs that is sparse under edge-contraction.
5 Computing a Tree-Decomposition of Width k
Our algorithm for computing a tree-decomposition of width k for a graph G
￿
9
￿ V
￿ E
￿ of treewidth k follows
the framework of [8]. We ﬁrst describe this algorithm and then show how to perform the important subpro-
cedures in O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os, which will result in an O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ algorithm to ﬁnd the tree-decomposition.
We want to emphasize that the result is of purely theoretical interest and does not give practical algorithms,
as already for small treewidths the constants involved go beyond the memory size of current state-of-the-art
computers. However, we believe that the result is still interesting as we will use it in Section 6.1 to extend
the class of graphs for which o
￿
￿
￿V
￿
￿
￿ I/Os sufﬁce to solve the single source shortest path problem.
5.1 The Main Algorithm
In order to describe the main algorithm we have to introduce some terminology. We choose two constants
c1
￿ c2
 
￿
E
5 with 0
C c1
￿ c2
C 1 such that
c2
￿
1
4k2
￿ 12k
￿ 16
?
c1k2
￿ k
￿ 1
￿
2
A
Constant c1 is an upper bound on the fraction of vertices that is of “high degree” as deﬁned below; c2 is
a lower bound on the fraction of vertices that is removed from G before calling the algorithm recursively.
Let d
￿ max
￿ k2
￿ 4k
￿ 4
￿
[
￿ 2k
￿ c1
￿
￿ . A vertex of degree at most d is said to be of low degree; otherwise,
the vertex is of high degree. A vertex is friendly if it is of low degree and adjacent to at least one other
low-degree vertex. Given a tree-decomposition
Q
P
￿
+
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿ of G, a vertex v is said to be pretty w.r.t.
Q if it
is of low degree, not friendly, and there exists a node
W
X
  I such that all neighbors of v are in X
V.
For a graph G
￿
￿
￿ V
￿ E
￿ , let the improved graph G
v
’
￿
￿
￿ V
￿ E
v
T
￿ of G be the graph obtained by adding an
edge
￿ v
￿ w
￿ to E for all pairs of vertices v
￿ w
  V such that v and w have at least k
￿ 1 common neighbors of
low degree in G. A vertex v
  G is I-simplicial if it is simplicial in G
v , of low degree in G, and not friendly
in G.
Algorithm 2 gives the main algorithm as described in [8], where its correctness is shown. The lemmas
cited in parentheses after each step in the algorithm show how to realize this particular step in O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿
I/Os. All other steps take O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os using sorting and scanning and are fairly straightforward. In [8]
it is shown that the subgraphs G
v and G
p passed to recursive calls of the algorithm in Lines 10 and 25 have
size aN for some a
C 1. Hence, the I/O-complexity of our algorithm is
￿
6
￿ N
￿
￿
￿
+
￿
8
￿ aN
￿
￿
￿ O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ , and we obtain the following result.
Theorem 2 Given a graph G
￿
P
￿ V
￿ E
￿ of treewidth at most k it takes O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os and O
￿ N
￿ B
￿ blocks
of external memory to compute a tree-decomposition
Q
P
￿
9
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿ of width at most k and size O
￿ N
￿ for G.
101: if
￿G
￿
￿
B M then
2: Compute a tree-decomposition of G using the algorithm in [8].
3: else
4: if
￿E
￿
[
N k
￿V
￿
￿
? 1
2k
￿ k
￿ 1
￿ then
5: Output that the treewidth of G is greater than k.
6: else
7: if there are at least
￿V
￿
￿
￿
w
￿ 4k2
￿ 12k
￿ 16
￿ friendly vertices in G then
8: Find a maximal matching M
￿ E of G. (Lemma 11)
9: Contract the edges in M and call the resulting graph G
v
,
￿
9
￿ V
v
d
￿ E
v
x
￿ .
10: Recursively compute a tree-decomposition
Q
v
￿
P
￿
T
S
v
￿ T
v
￿ of width at most k and size O
￿ N
￿ for
G
v .
11: if the treewidth of G
v is greater than k then
12: Output that the treewidth of G is greater than k.
13: else
14: Compute a tree-decomposition
Q
v
v
￿
J
￿
T
S
v
v
￿ T
v
￿ of G by expanding the edges of M. The width
of
Q
￿
v
v is at most 2k
￿ 1.
15: Compute a tree-decomposition
Q
￿
￿
J
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿ of width at most k and size O
￿ N
￿ for G from
Q
v
v
using Algorithm 3. (Theorem 4)
16: end if
17: else
18: Compute the improved graph G
v of G, put all I-simplicial vertices into a set SL, and compute a
graph G
p
￿ G
v
? SL. (Lemma 9)
19: if there is an I-simplicial vertex of degree at least k
￿ 1 (Lemma 9) then
20: Output that the treewidth of G is greater than k.
21: else
22: if
￿SL
￿
￿
C c2
￿V
￿ then
23: Output that the treewidth of G is greater than k.
24: else
25: Recursively compute a tree-decomposition
Q
p
￿
￿
￿
T
S
p
￿ T
p
￿ of width at most k and size O
￿ N
￿
for G
p .
26: if the tree-width of G
p is greater than k then
27: Output that the treewidth of G is greater than k.
28: else
29: For each v
  SL ﬁnd a node
W v
  I
p such that NG
￿ v
￿
￿
￿ X
p
V v. Add a node
^ v to I
p , make it ad-
jacent to
W v and letX
p
c v
￿ NG
￿ v
￿
X
7
￿
￿ v
￿ . Let
Q
0
￿
$
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿ bethe resulting tree-decomposition
of width at most k. (Lemma 10)
30: end if
31: end if
32: end if
33: end if
34: end if
35: end if
Algorithm 2: Computing a tree-decomposition.
11The next lemmas show how to realize Steps 18, 19, and 29 of Algorithm 2.
Lemma 9 The improved graph G
v
￿
+
￿ V
￿ E
v
￿ of a graph G
￿
P
￿ V
￿ E
￿ as well as all I-simplicial vertices of G
can be computed in O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os using O
￿ N
￿ B
￿ blocks of external memory.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward adaptation of the internal memory algorithm for this problem given in
[8]. We include it for completeness. We use sorting and scanning to compute the list of low-degree vertices
and their adjacencies. Note that a low-degree vertex has constant degree for ﬁxed k. Assume that there exists
an ordering
C deﬁned on the vertices of G (e.g., a numbering of the vertices). For each low-degree vertex
u with neighborhood NG
￿ u
￿ , we create a list L
￿ u
￿
￿
￿
$
￿
’
￿ v
￿ w
￿ u
￿ :
￿ v
￿ w
￿
\
￿ NG
￿ u
￿
’
s v
C w
￿ . From the edge set
of G we create a list L
v
￿
0
￿
’
￿ v
￿ w
￿ —
￿ :
￿ v
￿ w
￿
\
  E
s v
C w
￿ . We create a list L
￿ L
v
7
Y L
￿ u
￿ , where u iterates
over all low-degree vertices of G. Note that
￿L
￿
j
￿ O
￿ N
￿ for ﬁxed k. We sort L lexicographically, where the
symbol “—” is assumed to be less than any vertex of G. In order to obtain E
v we have to add an edge
￿ v
￿ w
￿
to E for all pairs of vertices v
C w such that there is no triple
￿ v
￿ w
￿ —
￿
￿
  L and there are at least k
￿ 1 triples
￿ v
￿ w
￿ u1
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
(
￿
￿
￿ v
￿ w
￿ uk
￿
￿
￿
  L. Also, for every triple
￿ v
￿ w
￿ u
￿
)
  L, add an entry
￿ u
￿ v
￿ w
￿ to a new list S if the
entry
￿ v
￿ w
￿ —
￿
￿
  L or there are at least k
￿ 1 triples
￿ v
￿ w
￿ u1
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿
￿
￿ v
￿ w
￿ uk
￿
￿
￿
  L. This can easily be tested in
a single scan of L. List S now contains for every low-degree vertex u the edges connecting neighbors of u.
We sort S lexicographically. As every such vertex u is of low-degree, the neighborhood of u is of constant
size. Hence, it now takes a single scan of S to decide whether the neighborhood of u in G
v forms a clique.
We add each vertex u such that NG
￿
￿ u
￿ is a clique to the list SL of I-simplicial vertices.
Given the lists S and SL in the proof of Lemma 9, we can decide whether there exists an I-simplicial vertex
of degree at least k
￿ 1 only by scanning these two lists (Step 19).
Lemma 10 Given a tree-decomposition
Q
￿
p
-
￿
+
￿
T
S
L
p
j
￿ T
p
(
￿ of size O
￿ N
￿ for the graph G
p
-
￿ G
v
[
? SL, it takes
O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os and O
￿ N
￿ B
￿ blocks of external memory to compute a tree-decomposition
Q
l
￿
P
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿ of
G
v and thus G.
Proof. Again the solution given in [8] can easily be adapted in order to obtain an I/O-efﬁcient solution for
this problem. For each I-simplicial vertex u with NG
￿ u
￿
￿
￿
9
￿ v1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ vl
￿ , v1
C v2
C
q
￿
q
￿
q
C vl, create the tuple
￿ v1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ vl
￿ u
￿ and add it to a list L. For every node
W
e
  I
p and every subset
￿ x1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
(
￿ xl
￿
"
￿ X
V create a tuple
￿ x1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ xl
￿
&
W
i
￿ , x1
C x2
C
q
￿
q
￿
q
C xl and add it to L. As there are at most N I-simplicial vertices, the tree T
p
has O
￿ N
￿ nodes, and
￿X
V
￿
￿
[
￿ O
￿ 1
￿ for all
W
,
  I
p , the list L has size O
￿ N
￿ . We sort this list lexicographically,
where we assume that
W
;
C v for every
W
;
  I
p and v
  V. As a result, every set of I-simplicial vertices with
the same neighborhood is preceded by a tuple corresponding to a tree node containing this neighborhood.
In a single scan of list L we can create another list S containing pairs
￿
￿
W v
￿ v
￿ , where v is an I-simplicial vertex
and
W v is a node of T
p such that NG
￿ v
￿
￿
￿ X
V v. Now we add a new node
^ v to I
p , a set X
p
c v
￿ NG
￿ v
￿
w
7
￿
￿ v
￿ to
S
￿
p , and the edge
￿
,
W v
￿
u
^ v
￿ to T
p , for every I-simplicial vertex v. The result is the desired tree-decomposition
Q
P
￿
:
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿ .
5.2 Finding a Maximal Matching Greedily
Given an undirected graph G
￿
J
￿ V
￿ E
￿ , we want to compute a maximal matching
K
￿ E of G. We start by
numbering the vertices in V. We represent every edge
￿ v
￿ w
￿
￿
  E by the pair
￿ v
￿ w
￿ , v
C w. We deﬁne an
ordering on the edges as
￿ v
￿ w
￿
￿
C
z
￿ v
v
￿ w
v
￿ if v
C v
v or v
￿ v
v and w
C w
v . For every vertex, we sort the incident
edges by this ordering and link them to form a list. This deﬁnes a DAG G
v
e
￿
9
￿ E
￿ E
v
¡
￿ , where the edges in E
v
are the links deﬁned by these sorted incidence lists.
Now we use time-forward processing in G
v to ﬁnd the maximal matching
K . We process the edges in
E according to the above ordering. This guarantees that all edges in G
v are directed from left to right. Note
12that every node e of G
v has at most two in and two out-edges, one per endpoint of e in G. Let e
￿
￿
￿ v
￿ w
￿ . If e
does not receive any information along either of its in-edges, this means that no edge incident to v or w has
been chosen for the matching yet. Thus, edge e can be chosen for the matching, and e sends this information
to its two successors around v and w. If e receives some input along one of its in-edges, e cannot be chosen
for the matching, as at least one of its endpoints is already matched. If e received this information from its
predecessor around v, e passes the same information on to its successor around v. The same rule applies to
w. This way we guarantee that we choose at most one edge incident to every vertex of G. On the other hand
we choose an edge if we have not already added an edge incident to at least one of its endpoints. Hence,
the matching we compute is indeed maximal. Constructing G
v from G takes O
￿ sort
￿
￿
￿V
￿
&
￿
￿
￿E
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ I/Os. The
size of G
v is O
￿
￿
￿E
￿
￿
￿ . Hence, the time-forward processing phase takes O
￿ sort
￿
￿
￿E
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ I/Os, and we obtain the
following result.
Lemma 11 Given an undirected graph G
￿
P
￿ V
￿ E
￿ , a maximal matching M
￿ E of G can be computed in
O
￿ sort
￿
￿
￿V
￿
￿
￿
z
￿E
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ I/Os.
5.3 Improving the Tree-decomposition
In this section, we present our algorithm to compute a tree-decomposition
¢
￿
￿
*
￿
T
£
￿
￿ U
￿ of width at most
⁄ for
a graph of treewidth at most
⁄ , given a tree-decomposition of width k, where k and
⁄ are constants. First we
show how to test a given graph G
￿
+
￿ V
￿ E
￿ with tree-decomposition
Q
l
￿
￿
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿ whether it has tree-width
at most
⁄ . Then we show how to augment this algorithm in order to obtain an actual tree-decomposition.
The testing part is a straightforward simulation of the algorithm of [11] using the techniques described
in Section 3. The construction of the corresponding tree-decomposition is non-trivial, as the algorithm
described in [11] makes heavy use of the random access capability of the RAM model and cannot easily be
adapted to access data in a block by block fashion.
5.3.1 Bounded Treewidth Testing
The algorithm we describe assumes that the given tree-decomposition
Q
P
￿
J
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿ is nice. In Section 5.3.3
we show how to transform a tree-decomposition into an equivalent nice tree-decomposition in O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿
I/Os. So this assumption is justiﬁed. Recall that the nodes in a nice tree-decomposition can be of four
different types: start, join, forget, and introduce nodes. Given a node
W of T, we will show how to compute a
full set of characteristics FS
￿
￿
W
￿
￿ from the full sets of characteristics of its children. This set has the property
that for every characteristic in FS
￿
￿
W
￿
￿ , there is a tree-decomposition of G
V with this characteristic, and for
every tree-decomposition
¢ of G
V, there is another tree-decomposition
¢
\
v of G
V whose characteristic is in
FS
￿
￿
W
i
￿ and which is better than
¢ in a sense not to be formalized here (see [11] for details). From this it
follows immediately that the graph G has treewidth at most
⁄ if and only if the set FS
￿
￿
¥
￿
￿ for the root
¥ of T
is not empty.
Let us deﬁne these concepts formally. We ﬁrst have to deﬁne some concepts related to path-decom-
positions of subgraphs of G. Such path-decompositions will be part of the tree-decompositions we are
constructing. A tree-decomposition (path-decomposition) of the subgraph G
V rooted at node
W is called a
partial tree-decomposition (path-decomposition) rooted at node
W.
Given a partial path-decomposition Y
￿
{
￿ Y1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Yr
￿ rooted at node
W, the restriction of Y is the path-
decomposition Z
￿
9
￿ Z1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
(
￿ Zr
￿ of the graph G
<X
V
= , where Zj
￿ Yj
‘ X
V, for 1
B j
B r. The interval model of
Y is the list Z
v
X
￿
$
￿ Zq1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Zqt
￿ obtained by removing consecutive duplicates from Z. That is, Zqs
!
￿ Zqs
ƒ 1, for
1
B s
C t, and Zj
￿ Zqs, for qs
B j
C qs
5 1. (Assume that qt
5 1
￿
J
￿Y
￿
￿
￿ 1.)
Given a partial path-decomposition Y
￿
J
￿ Y1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Yr
￿ with interval model Z
￿
+
￿ Zq1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Zqt
￿ , the list rep-
resentation ofY is the pair
￿ Z
￿
￿
<Y
=
￿
￿ , where
<Y
=
}
￿
:
￿ Y
g 1
h
￿ Y
g 2
h
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Y
g t
h
￿ andY
g s
h
￿
:
￿ Yqs
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Yqs
ƒ 1
3 1
￿ . Given the
13list representation
￿ Z
￿
￿
<Y
=
￿
￿ ofY, we deﬁne the list ofY as
<y
=
;
￿
*
￿ y
g 1
h
￿ y
g 2
h
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ y
g t
h
￿ , y
g s
h
￿
*
￿
￿
￿Yqs
￿
§
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿
(
￿Yqs
ƒ 1
3 1
￿
￿
￿ .
The characteristic of Y is the pairC
￿ Y
￿
8
￿
9
￿ Z
￿ t
<y
=
￿
￿ .
A tree-decomposition is non-trivial if for two adjacent nodes
W and
^ in the tree, X
V
.
!
￿ X
c . Obviously,
every tree-decomposition can be transformed into a non-trivial tree-decomposition, so that it is sufﬁcient if
our algorithm considers non-trivial partial tree-decompositions as candidates to be represented by the full
set of characteristics.
A leaf
W of the tree-decomposition is maximal if there is a vertex v
  X
V that is not contained in any other
set X
c . That is, a leaf is maximal if and only if there is a vertex v that is not contained in
W’s neighbor in T.
We call a tree-decomposition minimal if it is non-trivial and all its leaves are maximal. It is easily veriﬁed
that each graph of treewidth
⁄ has a minimal tree-decomposition of width
⁄ .
Lemma 12 [11] The number of nodes in a minimal tree-decomposition of an N-vertex graph is at most
￿ 2N
? 1
￿ 2.
Lemma 13 [11] The number of nodes in a minimal path-decomposition of an N-vertex graph is at most
2N
￿ 1.
We deﬁne the restriction of a partial tree-decomposition
¢ rooted at node
W analogous to the restriction
of a partial path-decomposition. We deﬁne the trunk of a partial tree-decomposition as the tree obtained
from the restriction by recursively removing all non-maximal leaves and compressing each path of degree-2
vertices to a single edge.
Lemma 14 [11] The size of the trunk is at most 2k.
Each edge e of the trunk represents a path of edges of the tree-decomposition. Note that such a path is a
path-decomposition Ye of the graph induced by its nodes. The ﬁlled trunk is the tree obtained by replacing
every edge e in the trunk by its corresponding path-decomposition Ye. Let Ze be the interval model of this
path-decomposition. Then the tree model of
¢ is the pair
￿
￿
¤
U
￿
￿
￿ Ze
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿ , where
¤ is the trunk of
¢ . The
trunk representation of
¢ is the triple
￿
￿
¤
￿
￿
￿
￿ Ze
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿
￿
￿
￿
<Ye
=
￿
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿ , where
￿ Ze
￿
￿
<Ye
=
￿
￿ is the list representation ofYe.
Finally, the characteristic of
¢ is the triple
￿
￿
¤
U
￿
￿
￿ Ze
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿
￿
￿ t
<ye
=
￿
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿ , where t
<ye
= is the typical list of Ye.
Lemma 15 [11] The characteristic of a partial tree-decomposition rooted at a node
W has constant size.
Lemma 16 [11] The full set of characteristics FS
￿
￿
W
￿
￿ of partial tree-decompositions rooted at a node
W has
constant size.
The linear time algorithm for testing whether a given graph with nice tree-decomposition
Q
l
￿
+
￿
T
S
t
￿ T
￿ has
treewidth at most
⁄ given in [11] processes the tree T bottom-up and computes for each node its full set
of characteristics from the full sets computed for its children; for a leaf, the full set of characteristics is
generated by brute force, which takes constant time, as there is only a constant number of minimal tree-
decompositions to be generated and tested whether they have width at most
⁄ . In external memory, this
algorithm takes O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os using the techniques of Section 3 and the fact that we send only a constant
amount of information from each node to its parent (Lemmas 15 and 16). After the next theorem, we
describe the computation for each type of nodes in order to describe the subsequent construction of a tree-
decomposition of width at most
⁄ .
Theorem 3 Given a graph G
￿
J
￿ V
￿ E
￿ , two constants k
￿
￿
⁄ , and a tree-decomposition
Q
P
￿
J
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿ of width k
for G, it takes O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os and O
￿ N
￿ B
￿ blocks of external memory to decide whether G has tree-width
at most
⁄ .
14Proof. This follows from [11], Lemmas 15 and 16, and Corollary 1.
Start nodes: We generate all minimal tree-decompositions
“
«
￿
P
￿
￿
‹
›
￿ H
￿ of width at most
⁄ for the graph
G
<X
V
= and put their characteristics into FS
￿
￿
W
i
￿ . This takes constant time as there are only a constant
number of these tree-decompositions by Lemma 12. The trunk
¤ of
“ is obtained by removing all
nodes of degree 2 from H. For each edge e, the interval model Ze is the sequence
<Ye
= because
“ is
minimal. The typical sequence for the i-th interval of Ye consists of the single element
￿Y
g i
h
e
￿. That is
t
<ye
=
w
￿
J
<ye
= .
Join nodes: If
W is a join node with children
^ and
_ , we compute FS
￿
￿
W
￿
￿ from FS
￿
￿
^
￿
￿ and FS
￿
￿
_
f
￿ as fol-
lows. First observe that X
V
X
￿ X
c
G
￿ X
a . We take all pairs of characteristics in FS
￿
￿
^
￿
￿
￿
# FS
￿
￿
_
j
￿ with the
same tree model. That is such a pair consists of two characteristics
￿
￿
¤
ﬁ
￿
￿
￿ Ze
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿
￿
￿ t
<ae
=
￿
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿
4
  FS
￿
￿
^
￿
￿
and
￿
￿
¤
ﬁ
￿
￿
￿ Ze
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿
￿
￿ t
<be
=
￿
￿ e
Z
[
'
￿
￿
  FS
￿
￿
_
f
￿ . For each edge e
 
ﬂ
¤ , we compute a list
<a
pe
=
￿
￿
k
￿ t
￿ a
g 1
h
e
￿
.
?
￿Z
g 1
h
e
￿
§
￿ t
￿ a
g 2
h
e
￿
/
?
￿
￿Z
g 2
h
e
￿
§
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ . We compute all lists t
<ce
= , where
<ce
=
6
 
￿
<a
pe
=
f
r t
<be
= and max
<ce
=
6
B
￿
⁄
8
￿ 1,
and add
￿
￿
¤
ﬁ
￿
￿
￿ Ze
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿
￿
￿ t
<ce
=
￿
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿ to the set FS
￿
￿
W
￿
￿ .
Forget nodes: If
W is a forget node with child
^ and X
V
￿ X
c
@
￿
￿ x
￿ , we compute the full set FS
￿
￿
W
i
￿ from FS
￿
￿
^
￿
￿
as follows. From each characteristic
￿
￿
¤
U
￿
￿
￿ Ze
￿ e
Z
[
'
￿
￿
￿ t
<ye
=
￿
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿
￿
  FS
￿
￿
^
￿
￿ , we generate a characteristic
￿
￿
¤
p
￿
￿
￿ Z
pe
￿ e
Z
[
'
.
–
￿
￿
￿ t
<y
pe
=
￿
￿ e
Z
￿
'
.
–
￿
4
  FS
￿
￿
W
￿
￿ . First we remove the vertex x from all sets Z
g q
h
e and compute the
new trunk
¤
p . We remove repetitions from the interval models Ze and let the resulting interval model
be Z
pe for each edge e
 
t
¤
†
p . Finally, we change the typical list t
<ye
= into t
<y
pe
= as described next.
Consider an interval model Ze
￿
+
￿ Z
g 1
h
e
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Z
g s
h
e
￿ . If the vertex x is contained in some sets of Ze, then
these sets have to be consecutive. That is, x is contained in sets Z
g a
h
e
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Z
g b
h
e . As all sets in Ze are
different, the removal of x can cause at most two pairs of sets to become equal: Z
g a
3 1
h
e
￿ Z
g a
h
e
@
-
￿ x
￿
and Z
g b
h
e
@
-
￿ x
￿
I
￿ Z
g b
5 1
h
e . In this case, we would remove Z
g a
h
e or Z
g b
h
e or both from Ze to obtain Z
pe. In
total, these are four different scenarios, which we discuss next:
1. If
￿Z
pe
￿
j
￿
J
￿Ze
￿, let t
<y
pe
=
}
￿ t
<ye
= .
2. If Z
g a
3 1
h
e
￿ Z
g a
h
e
@
￿
￿ x
￿ , let
t
p
￿ t
￿ t
￿ y
g a
3 1
h
e
￿
n t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿
￿
￿
and
t
<y
pe
=
}
￿
J
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g a
3 2
h
e
￿
(
￿ t
p
￿ t
￿ y
g a
5 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g s
h
e
￿
￿
￿
(
A
3. If Z
g b
h
e
@
￿
￿ x
￿
>
￿ Z
g b
5 1
h
e , we compute t
<y
pe
= from t
<ye
= similar to Case 2.
4. If Z
g a
3 1
h
e
￿ Z
g a
h
e
@
￿
￿ x
￿ and Z
g b
h
e
@
4
￿ x
￿
￿
￿ Z
g b
5 1
h
e , let
t1
￿ t
￿ t
￿ y
g a
3 1
h
e
￿
n t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿
￿
￿ and t2
￿ t
￿ t
￿ y
g b
h
e
￿
n t
￿ y
g b
5 1
h
e
￿
￿
￿
(
￿
and
t
<y
pe
=
w
￿
:
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
(
￿ t
￿ y
g a
3 2
h
e
￿
(
￿ t1
￿ t
￿ y
g a
5 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g b
3 1
h
e
￿
(
￿ t2
￿ t
￿ y
g b
5 2
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g s
h
e
￿
￿
￿
(
A
15In the last case, if a
￿ b, we compute a single typical list t
￿ t
￿ y
g a
3 1
h
e
￿
n t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿
n t
￿ y
g a
5 1
h
e
￿
￿
￿ and insert it
at the right position into t
<y
pe
= .
Introduce nodes: If
W is an introduce node with child
^ and X
V
￿
￿ X
c
X
7
￿
￿ x
￿ , we compute FS
￿
￿
W
i
￿ by ﬁrst com-
puting all minimal tree-decompositions of G
<X
V
= . As for a start node, this can be done by brute force,
as there are only a constant number of such tree-decompositions, each of which has a constant size
characteristic. For each such tree-decomposition, we remove vertex x from all subsets, resulting in a
tree-decomposition for G
<X
c
￿
= . We compute the tree-model of this decomposition. We check if there
is a characteristic with the same tree-model in FS
￿
￿
^
&
￿ . If this is the case, we change this characteristic
into a new characteristic for FS
￿
￿
W
￿
￿ .
Let
“
U
p be a tree-decompostion of G
<X
V
= , and let
“ be the resulting tree-decomposition of G
<X
c
￿
= . Let
C
￿
￿
“
￿
￿
￿
￿
+
￿
￿
¤
U
￿
￿
￿ Ze
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿
￿
￿ t
<ye
=
￿
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿ and C
￿
￿
“
p
￿
￿
￿
P
￿
￿
¤
p
￿
￿
￿ Ze
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿
￿
￿ t
<ye
=
￿
￿ e
Z
[
'
￿ . We show how to compute
characteristics
￿
￿
¤
†
p
f
￿
￿
￿ Z
pe
￿ e
Z
￿
'
–
￿
￿
￿ t
<y
‡e
=
￿
￿ e
Z
￿
'
–
￿ for FS
￿
￿
W
￿
￿ :
1. If
¤
:
￿
$
¤
†
p , we change the interval model and typical list for each edge of the trunk as follows:
Let Ze
￿
￿
￿ Z
g 1
h
e
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Z
g s
h
e
￿ and t
<ye
=
%
￿
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g s
h
e
￿
￿
￿ be the interval model and typical list
for edge e in
¤ . Analogously, let Z
pe
￿
9
￿ Z
p
g 1
h
e
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Z
p
g t
h
e
￿ be the interval model for edge e in
¤
p .
Let a
B b be such that Z
p
g a
h
e and Z
p
g b
h
e are the ﬁrst and last sets in Z
pe, respectively, containing
the introduced vertex x. Analogous to the discussion for a forget node, s
B t
B s
￿ 2. Hence, we
distinguish the following four cases:
(a) If s
￿ t, we change the typical list t
<ye
= into a list t
<y
‡e
=
￿
￿
·
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g a
3 1
h
e
￿
(
￿ 1
￿
t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ 1
￿ t
￿ y
g b
h
e
￿
(
￿ t
￿ y
g b
5 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
(
￿ t
￿ y
g s
h
e
￿
￿
￿ .
(b) If t
￿ s
￿ 1 and Z
p
g a
3 1
h
e
￿ Z
p
g a
h
e
@
￿
￿ x
￿ , write the typical list of Ze as follows: t
<ye
=
￿
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g a
3 2
h
e
￿
(
￿ t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g t
h
e
￿
￿
￿ . Consider all possible splits of the typical se-
quence t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿
￿
￿
9
￿ y1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
(
￿ yr
￿ into two sequences t1
￿
J
￿ y1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ yf
￿ and t2
￿
+
￿ yf
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ yr
￿ or
t1
￿
+
￿ y1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ yf
￿ and t2
￿
+
￿ yf
5 1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ yr
￿ . For each such split change the typical list t
<ye
=
into a list
t
<y
‡e
=
w
￿
9
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
(
￿ t
￿ y
g a
3 2
h
e
￿
(
￿ t1
￿ 1
￿ t2
￿ 1
￿ t
￿ y
g a
5 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ 1
￿ t
￿ y
g b
h
e
￿
(
￿ t
￿ y
g b
5 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g t
h
e
￿
￿
￿
(
A
(c) If t
￿ s
￿ 1 and Z
p
g b
5 1
h
e
￿ Z
p
g b
h
e
@
￿
￿ x
￿ , proceed symmetric to the previous case.
(d) If t
￿ s
￿ 2, write
t
<ye
=
}
￿
9
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g a
3 2
h
e
￿
(
￿ t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
(
￿ t
￿ y
g b
h
e
￿
(
￿ t
￿ y
g b
5 2
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g t
h
e
￿
￿
￿
(
A
In this case, we consider all possible splits of t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿ into two sequences t1 and t2 as in
Case (b) and all possible splits of t
￿ y
g b
h
e
￿ into two sequences t3 and t4, as in Case (c). For
each such pair of splits, we change the typical sequence t
<ye
= into the sequence
t
<y
‡e
=
w
￿
9
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
(
￿ t
￿ y
g a
3 2
h
e
￿
(
￿ t1
￿ 1
￿ t2
￿ 1
￿ t
￿ y
g a
5 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ 1
￿ t
￿ y
g b
3 1
h
e
￿
(
￿ 1
￿ t3
￿ t4
￿ t
￿ y
g b
5 2
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g t
h
e
￿
￿
￿
(
A
161: Run the testing algorithm of Section 5.3.1.
2: if G has width at most
⁄ then
3: Build a tree of characteristics:
For every node
￿ of T choose a characteristicC
¶
(
￿ FS
￿
￿
￿
￿ . For a forget or introduce node
￿ with child
• ,C
¶ is chosen so that
C
¶ has been produced fromC
‚ during the construction of FS
￿
￿
￿
￿ . If
￿ is a join node with children
• and
„ , thenC
¶ has been
produced fromC
‚ andC
” during the construction of FS
￿
￿
￿
￿ .
4: Compute an implicit representation of
¢ :
This implicit representation consists of two parts: (1) a ﬂippable DAG
» whose connected components represent the
path-decompositions deﬁned by the maximal paths in U having only degree-2 nodes as internal nodes; (2) a link list
…
connecting these path-decompositions into the tree U.
5: Compute
¢ explicitly:
Perform time-forward processing in
» to compute all path-decompositions mentioned in the previous step and link them
together to formU.
6: end if
Algorithm 3: Improving the tree-decomposition.
Add all characteristics
￿
￿
¤
†
p
2
￿
￿
￿ Z
pe
￿ e
Z
[
'
￿
–
￿
￿
￿ t
<y
‡e
=
￿
￿ e
Z
￿
'
.
–
￿ with max
￿ t
<y
‡e
=
￿
￿
￿
B
￿
⁄
G
￿ 1 for all edges e
 
U
¤
‰
p
to FS
￿
￿
W
￿
￿ . Note that in the last case, if a
￿ b, we split t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿ into three parts t1
￿ t2
￿ t3 and replace
t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿ by the sequence t1
￿ 1
￿ t2
￿ t3.
2. If
¤
￿
!
￿
P
¤
p , the trunk
¤
p contains a leaf
¿ which is not a leaf of
¤ . Let
￿ be the neighbor
of
¿ in
¤
†
p . If
￿ is of degree three in
¤
‰
p ,
￿ is not a node of
¤ . In this case, we do the
following: Let
` and
￿ be the other neighbors of
￿ in
¤
p . Note that
` and
￿ are adjacent in
¤ . let Z
ˆ be the set corresponding to node
￿ in T
p , and Ze
￿
l
￿ Z
g 1
h
e
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Z
g q
h
e
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Z
g s
h
e
￿ be the
interval model for edge e
￿
l
￿
￿
`
X
￿
˜
￿
w
￿ in
¤ , where Z
g q
h
e
￿ Z
ˆ . In
¤
p we split this interval model
into two parts Z
pe1
￿
9
￿ Z
g 1
h
e1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Z
g q
h
e1
￿ and Z
pe2
￿
9
￿ Z
g q
h
e1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Z
g s
h
e1
￿ , for the two edges e1
￿
J
￿
￿
`
X
￿
￿
￿
X
￿ and
e2
￿
J
￿
￿
￿
’
￿
˜
￿
}
￿ in
¤
†
p . Let the typical list of e in
¤ be t
<ye
=
￿
￿
J
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g s
h
e
￿
￿
￿ . We
split the typical sequence t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ y1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ ys
￿ for interval Z
g q
h
e in all possible ways to obtain
two sequences t1
￿
9
￿ y1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ yf
￿ and t2
￿
J
￿ yf
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
(
￿ ys
￿ . Then the typical lists for e1 and e2 in
¤
p
are t
<y
pe1
=
,
￿
0
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g q
3 1
h
e
￿
(
￿ t1
￿ and t
<y
pe2
=
e
￿
$
￿ t2
￿ t
￿ y
g q
5 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g s
h
e
￿
￿
￿ , respectively. Each
of these splits produces one new element in FS
￿
￿
W
￿
￿ . If node
￿ exists in
¤ , we do not need to split
any interval model or typical list. It remains to reattach edge f
￿
l
￿
y
¿
’
￿
￿
￿
X
￿ to
¤
p . The interval
model Zf is some list Zf
￿
J
￿ Z
g 1
h
f
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Z
g t
h
f
￿ with Z
g 1
h
f
￿ Z
ˆ , as computed as part of the minimal
tree-decomposition of G
<X
V
= . The typical sequence for each set Z
g q
h
f
  Zf is t
￿ y
‡
g q
h
f
￿
￿
￿
:
￿
￿
￿Z
g q
h
f
￿
￿
￿ .
5.3.2 Constructing a Tree-decomposition
In this section we describe how to construct a tree-decomposition
¢
￿
￿
$
￿
T
£
￿
￿ U
￿ of width at most
⁄ for a graph
G, given a nice tree-decomposition
Q
9
￿
:
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿ of width k
M
￿
⁄ of G. Our algorithm proceeds in four phases,
as sketched in Algorithm 3. Next we describe each of these phases in detail.
Phase 1 — An augmented test algorithm In order to facilitate subsequent phases of our algorithm, we
need to augment the algorithm of Section 5.3.1 to compute additional information.
Let
W be a node of T with child
^ (i.e., a forget or introduce node). For every characteristic C
  FS
￿
￿
W
￿
￿ ,
we store a “pointer” to the characteristic C
v
}
  FS
￿
￿
^
￿
￿ from which C has been produced by applying the rules
described in Section 5.3.1. The “pointer” is realized by assigning a unique ID to every characteristic and
17storing the ID of C
v with C. A characteristic C in the full set of a join node stores two pointers to the two
characteristics in the full sets of its two children from whichC has been produced.
For a join node
W with children
^ and
_ , we computed a characteristic
￿
￿
¤
￿
￿
￿
￿ Ze
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿
￿
￿ t
<ye
=
￿
￿ e
Z
[
'
￿
b
  FS
￿
￿
W
￿
￿
from two characteristics
￿
￿
¤
U
￿
￿
￿ Ze
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿
￿
￿ t
<ae
=
￿
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿
￿
  FS
￿
￿
^
￿
￿ and
￿
￿
¤
￿
￿
￿
￿ Ze
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿
￿
￿ t
<be
=
￿
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿
￿
  FS
￿
￿
_
f
￿ . Consider
the computation for a particular edge e
 
￿
¤ . Let Ze
￿
k
￿ Z
g 1
h
e
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Z
g s
h
e
￿ and t
<ye
=
￿
￿
«
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g s
h
e
￿
￿
￿ .
Each sequence t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿ is computed from two sequences a
p and t
￿ b
g q
h
e
￿ , where a
p
￿ t
￿ a
g q
h
e
￿
G
?
￿
￿Z
g q
h
e
￿. Then
t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿
b
￿ t
￿ y
‡
￿ , where y
‡
  a
p
r t
￿ b
g q
h
e
￿ , i.e., y
‡
￿ a
‡
￿ b
‡ , where a
‡
  E
￿ a
p
￿ and b
‡
  E
￿ t
￿ b
g q
h
e
￿
￿
￿ . Let
a
p
.
￿
0
￿ a1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ an
￿ and t
￿ b
g q
h
e
￿
G
￿
$
￿ b1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ bn
￿
￿ . As a
‡
4
  E
￿ a
p
¯
￿ , we can store for every element a
‡f
  a
‡ the index
of the element ap
g a
˘f
h
  a
p of which a
‡f is a copy. Similarly, we can store for every b
‡f
  b
‡ the index of the
element bq
g b
˘f
h
  t
￿ b
g q
h
e
￿ of which b
‡f is a copy. As y
‡f
￿ a
‡f
￿ b
‡f, we deﬁne p
￿ y
‡f
￿
/
￿ p
￿ a
‡f
￿ and q
￿ y
‡f
￿
6
￿ q
￿ b
‡f
￿ .
Finally, every element yh
  t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿ corresponds to an interval of elements y
‡fh
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ y
‡gh in y
‡ such that y
‡f
B yh,
for fh
B f
B gh. Let r
￿ yh
￿
4
￿ fh. This information can easily be computed during the computation of all
typical lists when constructing the full set for a join node. Note that
￿y
‡
￿
￿
B
$
￿t
￿ a
g q
h
e
￿
2
￿
￿
￿
z
￿t
￿ b
g q
h
e
￿
2
￿
￿
? 1
￿ O
￿ 1
￿ .
Similarly, we will need for every characteristic in the full set of an introduce node or forget node, some
information about how the characteristic has been produced from the corresponding characteristic at the
child. We do not formalize this information here, as it is easy to see that it can be maintained using O
￿ 1
￿
additional space per characteristic.
Phase 2 — Building a tree of characteristics If G has treewidth at most
⁄ , the full set FS
￿
￿
¥
￿
￿ of the root
¥ of T is non-empty. We pick a characteristic C
˙
G
  FS
￿
￿
¥
y
￿ . Note that C
˙ has been computed recursively from
a set of characteristics at the leaves of T. We discard all characteristics in all full sets except one per node.
These characteristics are chosen in a top-down fashion: For the root
¥ , we pick C
˙ arbitrarily. Now consider
a node
W for which we have chosen a characteristic C
V
  FS
￿
￿
W
￿
￿ . If
W is a join node with children
^ and
_ , C
V
stores two pointers to characteristicsC
c
G
  FS
￿
￿
^
&
￿ andC
a
b
  FS
￿
￿
_
f
￿ . These are the characteristics we choose for
nodes
^ and
_ . If
W is a forget or introduce node with child
^ ,C
V stores a pointer to a characteristicC
c
8
  FS
￿
￿
^
￿
￿ .
This is the characteristic we choose for node
^ . If
W is a start node, it does not have any children.
The structure of a tree-decomposition for G Before we start describing Phases 3 and 4, we ﬁrst show
how the characteristics chosen in Phase 2 deﬁne a tree-decomposition
¢ of width at most
⁄ for G. In
particular, we show how to derive at every node
W a partial tree-decomposition
¢
V rooted at
W which has width
at most
⁄ . The bound on the width of
¢
-
V follows immediately, if we can associate each set Yl in the tree-
decomposition with a particular entry yh in a typical sequence so that
￿Yl
￿
e
B yh because for all these entries
yh
B
￿
⁄ . Again, we discuss the four different node types separately.
Start node: If
W is a start node, consider an edge e of the trunk
¤ in the characteristic C
V, and let Ze
￿
￿ Z
g 1
h
e
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Z
g s
h
e
￿ . Recall that the path-decompositionYe corresponding to edge e is just the list Ze. That
is, a tree-decomposition
¢
4
V of G
V is given by taking the trunk and replacing every edge e by the path-
decomposition Ze. Note that every typical sequence t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿ consists of a single element y1 and that
this element y1 corresponds to a single setY1 in the path-decompositionYe.
Forget node: For a forget node
W with child
^ , the partial tree-decomposition
¢
4
V is the same as
¢
/
c if
¤
$
￿
￿
¤
†
p .
Otherwise,
¢
-
V may contain one more node than
¢
G
c as discussed below.
Although tree-decompositions
¢
4
V and
¢
G
c are the same if
¤
l
￿
+
¤
p , the way this tree-decomposition
corresponds to entries in the characteristics changes. The parts of
¢
G
c represented in C
c are also repre-
sented in C
V. In particular, every path-decomposition Ye corresponding to a trunk-edge e can be split
18into intervals, each corresponding to an entry in t
<ye
= . More precisely, if yh
  t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿ , then for all sets
Yl in the interval Yyh corresponding to yh, Xi
‘ Yl
￿ Z
g q
h
e and
￿Yl
￿
X
B yh. If
￿Ze
￿
f
￿
J
￿Z
pe
￿, t
<y
pe
=
w
￿ t
<ye
= , and
we associate the same intervals inYe with the elements in t
<y
pe
= as with their counterparts in t
<ye
= . Oth-
erwise, consider the case
￿Z
pe
￿
¯
￿
9
￿Ze
￿
￿
? 1 and Z
g a
3 1
h
e
￿ Z
g a
h
e
@
￿
￿ x
￿ . (The two other cases can be handled
analogously.) Then we ﬁrst computed a list y
‡
￿ t
￿ y
g a
3 1
h
e
￿
n t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿ , and every entry y
‡f
  y
‡ represents
the same interval of Ye as its corresponding entry yh in t
￿ y
g a
3 1
h
e
￿ or t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿ . That is, Yy
˘f
￿ Yyh. In
particular, for every set Yl
  Yy
˘f,
￿Yl
￿
,
B y
‡f. Now t
￿ y
p
g a
h
e
￿
￿
￿ t
￿ y
‡
￿ . That is, t
￿ y
p
g a
h
e
￿ is derived from y
‡
by the application of typical operations and the removal of consecutive duplicates. This way, every
element yk in t
￿ y
p
g a
h
e
￿ corresponds to an interval I
￿ yk
￿ of elements in y
‡ , such that for every element
y
‡f
  I
￿ yk
￿ , y
‡f
B yk. We letYyk
￿
￿
¨ y
˘f
Z I
g yk
h Yy
˘f. As for each element y
‡f
B yk and for every set Yl
  Yy
˘f,
￿Yl
￿
￿
B y
‡f, it follows that for every setYl
  Yyk,
￿Yl
￿
￿
B yk.
If
¤
￿
!
￿
9
¤
p , a whole path of the partial tree-decomposition represented in C
c is no longer represented
in C
V. This means that this path is no longer involved in any modiﬁcations, and it stays a valid
path-decomposition. If the non-leaf endpoint
￿ of the removed edge is of degree 3 in
¤ , it is not a
node of
¤
p , and the two other neighbors
` and
￿ of
￿ in
¤ are linked by an edge
￿
￿
`
X
￿
˜
￿
}
￿ in
¤
p . We
computed the characteristic of the path-decomposition Y
g
u
˚
￿
￿
¸
h by concatenating the characteristics of
path-decompositions Y
g
§
˚
￿
￿
ˆ
￿
h and Y
g
ˆ
￿
¸
h and then applying typical operations and duplicate removals to
the necessary sets. Now we compute Y
g
u
˚
￿
￿
¸
h
￿ Y
g
u
˚
&
￿
ˆ
￿
h
n Y
g
ˆ
￿
¸
h and then compute for every element yh
 
t
<y
g
§
˚
￿
￿
¸
h
= its corresponding interval ofY
g
u
˚
￿
￿
¸
h as described above. Note that this operation corresponds to
duplicating the vertex of U corresponding to
￿ . This is not necessary; but we treat this case this way,
as it simpliﬁes Phase 3 of our algorithm. Clearly, the expansion of a tree-node into two tree-nodes
connected by an edge does not affect the validity or width of the tree-decomposition. For all other
edges in
¤
†
p , the representation of Ye by the elements of t
<y
pe
= is deﬁned as in the case
¤
￿
￿
:
¤
‰
p and
￿Ze
￿
,
￿
k
￿Z
pe
￿. Hence, in all cases, it remains true that every element yh in a typical sequence of the
characteristic represents an interval of a path-decompositionYe in the ﬁlled trunk and every set in this
interval has size at most yh.
Join node: Now consider a join node
W with children
^ and
_ . We are given two tree-decompositions
¢
/
c
and
¢
b
a for graphs G
c and G
a , both partially represented by characteristics C
c and C
a . We know that
G
V
￿ G
c
7 G
a . Our goal is to merge tree-decompositions
¢
c and
¢
a into a new tree-decomposition
¢
V
for G
V. Intuitively, we do this as follows. First we “stretch” the edges of the ﬁlled trunks ofC
c andC
a ,
so that the path-decompositions in
¢
G
c and
¢
-
a corresponding to these edges contain the same number
of sets. Then we identify the nodes of the ﬁlled trunks in
¢
G
c and
¢
b
a with each other and compute for
every node
￿ with corresponding sets A
˝ and B
˝ in
¢
/
c and
¢
-
a , respectively, a new setY
˝
￿
￿ A
˝
G
7 B
˝ in
¢
V . Clearly, the resulting decomposition is a tree-decomposition for G
V, as every edge in G
V must be
either in G
c or in G
a . We have to bound the width of the tree-decomposition. Again, we can ignore the
parts of both decompositions
¢
c and
¢
a that are not in the ﬁlled trunks because they are not involved
in any updates any more and thus remain valid. So let us see how the “stretching” is done:
Consider edge e
 
￿
¤ . For the path-decomposition corresponding to edge e, we have to match up the
parts of Ae and Be corresponding to the same interval Z
g q
h
e . That is, we have to duplicate certain entries
in Ae and Be such that for each interval Z
g q
h
e , the number of corresponding entries in Ae and Be is the
same. Also, we have to guarantee a bound on the width of the resulting tree-decomposition.
Consider an interval Z
g q
h
e with typical sequences t
￿ a
g q
h
e
￿ and t
￿ b
g q
h
e
￿ in C
c and C
a , respectively. Let
a
p
￿
￿
9
￿ a1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ an
￿ , t
￿ b
g q
h
e
￿
8
￿
9
￿ b1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ bn
￿
￿ , t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿
8
￿
9
￿ y1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ ym
￿ , and y
‡
￿
￿
9
￿ y
‡1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ y
‡c
￿ . Recall that y
‡
￿
￿
a
‡
￿ b
‡ , where a
‡ and b
‡ are extensions of a
p and t
￿ b
g q
h
e
￿ , respectively. Initally, there are paths Aah
19and Bbh associated with each entry ah
  a
p and bh
  t
￿ b
g q
h
e
￿ .
WeﬁrstassociatepathsAa
˘f andBb
˘f withelementsa
‡f
  a
‡ andb
‡f
  b
‡ sothat
¨ c
f
H 1Aa
˘f
  E
￿
˜
¨ n
h
H 1Aah
￿
and
¨ c
f
H 1Bb
˘f
  E
￿
˜
¨ n
￿
h
H 1Bbh
￿ . For every path Aah, let ˆ Aah be the path consisting of only the ﬁrst set in
Aah. Analogously, let ˆ Bbh be the path consisting of only the ﬁrst set in Bbh. Then we deﬁne
Aa
˘f
￿
˛
ˇ
￿
— Aap
￿ a
˘f
￿ f
￿ c
￿ p
￿ a
‡f
￿
￿
C p
￿ a
‡f
5 1
￿
ˆ Aap
￿ a
˘f
￿ f
C c
s p
￿ a
‡f
￿
8
￿ p
￿ a
‡f
5 1
￿
￿
Bb
˘f
￿
˛
ˇ
— Bbq
￿ b
˘f
￿ f
￿ c
￿ q
￿ b
‡f
￿
4
C q
￿ b
‡f
5 1
￿
ˆ Bbq
￿ b
˘f
￿ f
C c
s q
￿ b
‡f
￿
￿
￿ q
￿ b
‡f
5 1
￿
A
Now let k
￿ y
‡f
￿
￿
￿ max
￿
}
￿Aa
˘f
￿
§
￿
(
￿Bb
˘f
￿
u
￿ . We deﬁne two new path-decompositions ¯ Aa
˘f and ¯ Bb
˘f. We ﬁrst
assign ¯ Aa
˘f
￿ Aa
˘f and then increase the length of ¯ Aa
˘f to k
￿ y
‡f
￿ by duplicating the ﬁrst set in ¯ Aa
˘f. ¯ Bb
‡f
is deﬁned similarly. Let ¯ Aa
˘f
￿
J
￿ ¯ A1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ ¯ Ar
￿ and ¯ Bb
˘f
￿
9
￿ ¯ B1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ ¯ Br
￿ . Then we deﬁneYy
˘f
￿
+
￿ Y1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Yr
￿ ,
whereYl
￿ ¯ Al
7 ¯ Bl. Finally, we obtain the path-decomposition associated with every element yh as
Yyh
￿
l
￿
¨
r
g yh
ƒ 1
h
3 1
f
H r
g yh
h Yy
˘f h
C m
¨ c
f
H r
g yh
h Yy
˘f h
￿ m
A
Clearly, the resulting tree-decomposition is valid. It remains to show that for every set Yl
  Yyh,
￿Yl
￿
,
B yh. However, it is easily veriﬁed that for each a
‡f, every set in ¯ Aa
˘f has size at most a
‡f
￿
￿
￿Z
g q
h
e
￿,
and for each b
‡f, every set in ¯ Bb
˘f has size at most b
‡f. Hence, every set in the path-decomposition
Yy
˘f has size at most a
‡f
￿ b
‡f
￿ y
‡f. Now it remains to observe that for every yh and every y
‡f
  I
￿ yh
￿ ,
y
‡f
B yh.
Introduce node: Finally, if
W is an introduce node with child
^ , we handle the two different cases for the
trunks separately. If
¤
￿
￿
R
¤
‰
p , we have to update the path-decompositions for all edges e
 
￿
¤ .
If
￿Ze
￿
;
￿
￿
￿Z
pe
￿, let t
<ye
=
￿
￿
{
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
(
￿ t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿
￿
￿ and t
<y
pe
=
8
￿
«
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g a
3 1
h
e
￿
(
￿ 1
￿ t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ 1
￿
t
￿ y
g b
h
e
￿
(
￿ t
￿ y
g b
5 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿
￿
￿ . Then we add the introduced vertex x to all sets in Ye corresponding to
intervals Z
g a
h
e
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Z
g b
h
e . If
￿Ze
￿
[
C
￿
￿Z
pe
￿, assume that
￿Z
pe
￿
￿
￿
:
￿Ze
￿
˜
￿ 1 and Z
p
g a
3 1
h
e
￿ Z
p
g a
h
e
@
￿
￿ x
￿ . (The other
two cases are analogous.) In this case, we split the typical sequence t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿ into two sequences t1
and t2, associating with every element in t1 and t2 the same subsequence of Ye as with the corre-
sponding element in t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿ . If the split of sequence t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿ is of type one, let t1
￿
￿
￿ y1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ yf
￿ and
t2
￿
+
￿ yf
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ yr
￿ . Then we make a copy of the ﬁrst set in the path-decomposition associated with yf
in t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿ and associate this copy with yf in t1. Afterwards, we proceed as in the case
￿Ze
￿
2
￿
J
￿Z
pe
￿.
If
¤
F
!
￿
J
¤
p , let
￿
y
¿
’
￿
￿
￿
,
￿ be the edge to be attached to
¤ . The path-decomposition Y
g
§
￿
￿
￿
ˆ
￿
h is the same as
given in the tree-decomposition computed for G
<X
V
= . If
￿ is a node of
¤ , the attachment of this path-
decomposition to
¤ is all that has to be done. Otherwise, we need to split the path-decomposition
Y
g
u
˚
￿
￿
¸
h to obtain two path-decompositions Y
g
u
˚
￿
￿
ˆ
￿
h and Y
g
ˆ
￿
˚
h . Note that the split is of type one, so that we
have to perform the same set-duplication as described above for this type of split.
It is straightforward to verify that for every element yh of a typical list and every setYl
  Yyh,
￿Yl
￿
[
B yh.
Lemma 17 The tree-decomposition
¢
V deﬁned for node
W is a tree-decomposition for G
V.
20Proof. Wehave toverifyPropertiesT1–T3,whichiseasilydoneforPropertiesT1andT3. Toprove Property
T2, we distinguish the four different node types of
Q .
For a start node
W, Property T2 is obviously satisﬁed, as
¢
4
V
X
￿
0
“ , where
“ is the tree-decomposition of
G
V
f
￿ G
<X
V
= from whichC
V has been derived.
For a forget node
W with child
^ , we start with a tree-decomposition
¢
c for G
c and possibly augment it by
duplicating a node. Hence,
¢
-
V has Property T2.
For an introduce node
W with child
^ , we start with a tree-decomposition
¢
G
c for G
c . All edges of G
V
not represented in
¢
G
c are those between x and its neighbors in X
V. These edges are represented in the tree-
decomposition
“ , from which the tree-model of C
V was derived. Hence, all these edges must be in the
sets Z
p
g q
h
e of the tree-model
￿
￿
¤
†
p
j
￿
￿
￿ Z
pe
￿ e
Z
￿
'
–
￿ of
“ . It is easy to verify that
¢
-
V has the same tree-model as
“
although possibly not characteristic C
V. Thus, for every edge e
￿
0
￿ x
￿ v
￿ incident to x, there must be a set in
¢
-
V containing both x and v.
For a join node
W with children
^ and
_ ,
¢
-
V can be viewed as an extension of
¢
/
c as well as
¢
-
a . As
G
V
￿
￿ G
c
,
7 G
a , every edge in G
V must be either in G
c or in G
a . Hence, there is a node in
¢
4
V containing both
endpoints of the edge.
Lemma 18 The tree-decomposition
¢
￿
￿
$
¢
˙ has size O
￿ N
￿ .
Proof. We begin with some observations:
As we start by constructing a minimal tree-decomposition at every start node
W,
￿
u
¢
V
￿
o
B
P
￿ 2k
￿ 1
￿ 2 by
Lemma 12.
At a forget node
W with child
^ ,
￿
u
¢
-
V
d
￿
}
B
P
￿
u
¢
G
c
￿
￿
￿
￿ 1. Equality holds if
¤
›
!
￿
P
¤
p and the neighbor
￿ of the
removed leaf
¿ is not a node of
¤
†
p . Indeed, normally the tree-decompositions would be the same; but when
merging path-decompositions Y
g
u
˚
￿
￿
ˆ
￿
h and Y
g
ˆ
￿
¸
h , the node corresponding to
￿ is represented once in Y
g
u
˚
￿
￿
ˆ
￿
h
and once in Y
g
ˆ
￿
¸
h , and we simply concatenate path-decompositions Y
g
u
˚
￿
￿
ˆ
￿
h and Y
g
ˆ
￿
¸
h without removing this
duplicate. In all other cases, the tree-decomposition does not change.
At an introduce node
W with child
^ ,
￿
u
¢
4
V
￿
￿
j
B
z
￿
u
¢
G
c
(
￿
y
￿ 4k. Indeed, if
¤
*
￿
￿
¤
p , the modiﬁcations made for every
edge do not alter the size of the tree-decomposition except the type-one splits we perform. A type-one split
leads to the duplication of the vertex corresponding to the shared element yf of the two sequences resulting
from the split. As we perform at most two type-one splits per edge of
¤ and
￿
u
¤
￿
￿
2
B 2k by Lemma 14, the size
of the tree-decomposition increases by at most 4k in this case. If
¤
F
!
￿
0
¤
p , we possibly perform a type-one
split of an edge of
¤ and then attach the path-decomposition corresponding to the attached edge of
¤
p .
The type-one split increases the size of the path-decomposition by one; the attached path-decomposition has
length at most 2k
￿ 3 by Lemma 13.
At a join node
W with children
^ and
_ ,
￿
u
¢
-
V
￿
￿
}
B
+
￿
u
¢
/
c
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
u
¢
b
a
X
￿. Indeed, consider an edge e in the trunk
¤ ,
and an interval Z
g q
h
e along this edge. Let A, B, and Y be the path-decompositions corresponding to this
interval. Then we claim that
￿Y
￿
X
B
0
￿A
￿
￿
￿
z
￿B
￿
￿
? 1. Applying this claim to all intervals in the tree-model gives
the above claim. Let a
‡ and b
‡ be the usual extensions of a
p and t
￿ b
g q
h
e
￿ and y
‡
b
￿ a
‡
G
￿ b
‡ . By Lemma 4,
￿y
‡
X
￿
,
B
9
￿a
p
￿
￿
&
￿
￿
￿t
￿ b
g q
h
e
￿
2
￿
(
? 1. For every element ah
  a
p (bh
  t
￿ b
g q
h
e
￿ ), let Ah (Bh
￿ be the corresponding path-
decomposition. Then å
n
h
H 1
￿Ah
￿
X
￿
l
￿A
￿ and å
n
￿
h
H 1
￿Bh
￿
X
￿
l
￿B
￿. For every element a
‡f
  a
‡ and b
‡f
  b
‡ let A
‡f
and B
‡f be the corresponding path-decompositions. Observe that all path-decompositions Ah appear exactly
once in the list of path-decompositions A
‡f, and all other path-decompositions A
‡f have size one. Hence,
å
c
f
H 1
￿A
‡f
￿
;
B
:
￿A
￿
&
￿
z
￿ c
? n
￿ . Analogously, å
c
f
H 1
￿B
‡f
￿
;
B
9
￿B
￿
&
￿
z
￿ c
? n
v
￿ . Finally, for every path-decomposition
21Y
‡f corresponding to element y
‡f,
￿Y
‡f
￿
2
￿ max
￿
}
￿A
‡f
￿
§
￿
(
￿B
‡f
￿
u
￿
\
B
$
￿A
‡f
￿
￿
￿
z
￿B
‡f
￿
￿
? 1. That is,
￿Y
￿
2
￿
c
å
f
H 1
￿Y
‡f
￿
B
c
å
f
H 1
￿
￿
￿A
‡f
￿
￿
￿
z
￿B
‡f
￿
￿
? 1
￿
￿
c
å
f
H 1
￿A
‡f
￿
￿
￿
c
å
f
H 1
￿B
‡f
￿
￿
? c
B
0
￿A
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ c
? n
￿
’
￿
z
￿B
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ c
? n
v
￿
o
? c
￿
+
￿A
￿
￿
￿
z
￿B
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ c
? n
? n
v
￿
B
0
￿A
￿
￿
￿
z
￿B
￿
￿
? 1
A
Now we claim that the tree-decomposition
¢
-
V rooted at node
W has size at most
￿ 2k
￿ 1
￿ 2
￿T
V
T
￿. This then
implies that
￿
u
¢
￿
￿
2
￿
+
￿
u
¢
-
˙
￿
￿
￿
B
*
￿ 2k
￿ 1
￿ 2
￿T
˙
￿
￿
￿
B 4
￿ 2k
￿ 1
￿ 2N
￿ O
￿ N
￿ , which proves the lemma.
The proof of the claim is by induction on
￿T
V
￿
￿. If
￿T
V
￿
￿
;
￿ 1,
W is a start node and
￿
u
¢
4
V
d
￿
￿
B
P
￿ 2k
￿ 1
￿ 2
￿
￿ 2k
￿ 1
￿ 2
￿T
V
￿
￿. Otherwise,
W is a join, forget, or introduce node.
If
W is a forget node with child
^ ,
￿
u
¢
/
c
￿
￿
[
B
￿
￿ 2k
￿ 1
￿ 2
￿T
c
￿
￿ by induction hypothesis, and
￿
u
¢
-
V
￿
￿
[
B
*
￿
u
¢
G
c
￿
￿
˜
￿ 1. Hence,
￿
u
¢
V
￿
X
B
*
￿ 2k
￿ 1
￿ 2
￿T
V
￿.
If
W is an introduce node with child
^ ,
￿
u
¢
G
c
￿
￿
f
B
￿
￿ 2k
￿ 1
￿ 2
￿T
c
￿
￿ by induction hypothesis, and
￿
u
¢
-
V
￿
￿
[
B
*
￿
u
¢
/
c
￿
￿
˜
￿ 4k
B
￿ 2k
￿ 1
￿ 2
￿T
V
￿
￿.
Finally, if
W is a join node with children
^ and
_ ,
￿
u
¢
G
c
(
￿
;
B
9
￿ 2k
￿ 1
￿ 2
￿T
c
￿
￿,
￿
u
¢
-
a
X
￿
’
B
9
￿ 2k
￿ 1
￿ 2
￿T
a
[
￿, and
￿
u
¢
-
V
￿
￿
’
B
￿
u
¢
G
c
￿
￿
￿
￿
z
￿
u
¢
-
a
X
￿
￿
B
*
￿ 2k
￿ 1
￿ 2
￿
￿
￿T
c
(
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿T
a
[
￿
￿
￿
￿
C
*
￿ 2k
￿ 1
￿ 2
￿T
V
￿
￿.
Phase 3 — Constructing the tree-decomposition implicitly The goal of the next two phases is to con-
struct for every node
W of T exactly the tree-decomposition
¢
4
V of G
V. Before we start describing the third
phase of our algorithm, we deﬁne the implicit representation of these tree-decompositions that we are going
to use in this phase. The fourth phase will use the implicit representation derived for
¢
b
˙
￿
￿
*
¢ to construct
¢
explicitly.
Consider a characteristic C
V
[
￿
+
￿
￿
¤
￿
￿
￿
￿ Ze
￿ e
Z
[
'
￿
￿
￿ t
<ye
=
￿
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿ , an edge e
 
￿
¤ , and an interval Z
g q
h
e
  Ze. Then
an entry yh
  t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿ corresponds to a path-decomposition Yyh which is part of
¢
V. We represent each such
path-decomposition Yyh by a ﬂippable DAG
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ , from which we can reconstruct Yyh easily. For the parts
of
¢
-
V that are not in the ﬁlled trunk ofC
V, a similar representation has been computed at the descendants of
W,
and they are linked to the nodes of the trunk nodes by link records
￿ a
￿ b
￿ stored in a link list
￿ . Every graph
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ has the following properties:
(G1)
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ is a valid ﬂippable DAG representing a series parallel st-graph.
(G2) Every node a
 
U
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ is labeled with a triple
￿ La
￿ Ra
￿ ra
￿ .
(G3) Let sandtbethesource andsink of
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ , respectively. For any st-path p
￿
￿
￿ s
￿ a0
￿ a1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ ak
￿ t
￿
in
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ , å
k
l
H 0r
￿ al
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿Yyh
￿. In particular, we can deﬁne an interval I
￿ al
￿
￿
￿
+
<a
￿ b
= for every node al
on this path, where a
￿ 1
￿ å
l
3 1
j
H 0r
￿ aj
￿ and b
￿ å
l
j
H 0r
￿ aj
￿ . If ral
￿ 0, let I
￿ al
￿
￿
￿ / 0. Note that this
interval is independent of the path used to compute it.
(G4) For every set Yl
  Yyh and every vertex x
  Yl, there exist unique nodes µ
￿ x
￿ and n
￿ x
￿ in
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ such
that x
  Lµ
g x
h and x
  Rn
g x
h .
22(G5) For every set Yl
  Yyh and every vertex x
  Yl, let I
￿ x
￿ be the smallest interval containing I
￿ µ
￿ x
￿
￿
￿ and
I
￿ n
￿ x
￿
￿
￿ . LetYyh
￿
9
￿ Y1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Yr
￿ . ThenYl
￿
$
￿ x
  V : l
  I
￿ x
￿
￿
￿ , for 1
B l
B r.
The source and sink of
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ are stored with yh and are only written to disk when
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ is merged with
other graphs
￿
‰
￿ yk
￿ to form a larger graph
￿
￿
￿ y
vl
￿ . Moreover, yh stores a label k
￿ yh
￿
￿
￿
P
￿Yyh
￿ and colors c
￿ s
￿
and c
￿ t
￿ that help us to extend
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ properly. We now describe how to construct this information bottom-
up in T. Once we are at the root, we will have constructed the necessary information to be fed into the next
phase of the algorithm, which will construct the desired tree-decomposition explicitly. As before, we deal
with the four different node types separately:
Start nodes: Consider a start node
W, For this node, the above information can easily be set up. For the
single entry y1
  t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿ , the graph
￿
￿
￿ y1
￿ consists of a single node s
￿ t with Ls
￿ Rt
￿ Z
g q
h
e and
rs
￿ 1; k
￿ y1
￿
8
￿ 1, c
￿ s
￿
.
￿ c
￿ t
￿
.
￿ red.
Forget nodes: If
W is a forget node with child
^ , we distinguish two cases again, depending on whether or not
¤
0
￿
*
¤
p . LetC
V
j
￿
$
￿
￿
¤
p
￿
￿
￿ Z
pe
￿ e
Z
[
'
–
￿
￿
￿ t
<y
pe
=
￿
￿ e
Z
￿
'
–
￿ andC
c
o
￿
0
￿
￿
¤
ﬁ
￿
￿
￿ Ze
￿ e
Z
[
'
￿
￿
￿ t
<ye
=
￿
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿ . If
¤
0
￿
*
¤
p , consider
a path-decomposition Ye for edge e
 
￿
¤ . If
￿Ze
￿
[
￿
l
￿Z
pe
￿, t
<ye
=
%
￿ t
<y
pe
= . In this case, we just copy the
information of each entry yh
  t
<ye
= to the corresponding entry in t
<y
pe
= . So assume that
￿Z
pe
￿
￿
￿
0
￿Ze
￿
￿
? 1
and there is an index a such that Z
g a
3 1
h
e
￿ Z
g a
h
e
@
-
￿ x
￿ , where x is the forgotten vertex. (The other two
cases can be handled analogously.) For the sake of description, write
Z
pe
￿
:
￿ Z
p
g 1
h
e
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Z
p
g a
3 2
h
e
￿ Z
p
g a
h
e
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Z
p
g s
h
e
￿
(
A
For q
C a
? 1 and q
N a, t
￿ y
p
g q
h
e
￿
-
￿ t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿ . For the entries in these sequences, we just copy the
information. For q
￿ a, recall that t
￿ y
p
g a
h
e
￿
.
￿ t
￿ t
￿ y
g a
3 1
h
e
￿
n t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿
￿
￿ . In particular, we ﬁrst constructed
a sequence y
‡
￿ t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿
n t
￿ y
g a
5 1
h
e
￿ and then computed t
￿ y
p
g a
h
e
￿
￿
￿ t
￿ y
‡
￿ . Every entry in y
‡ inherits its
labels from its corresponding entry in t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿ or t
￿ y
g a
5 1
h
e
￿ , respectively. Now t
￿ y
p
g a
h
e
￿ is computed
from y
‡ by means of two operations: duplicate removal and typical operations. Finally, every entry
yh
  t
￿ y
p
g a
h
e
￿ corresponds to an interval y
‡k
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ y
‡l of entries in y
‡ . We compute k
￿ yh
￿
/
￿ å
l
f
H kk
￿ y
‡f
￿ and
store with yh the source node of
￿
￿
￿ y
‡k
￿ and the sink node of
￿
‰
￿ y
‡l
￿ . Moreover, we have to concatenate
graphs
￿
‰
￿ y
‡f
￿ , k
B f
B l, to form graph
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ . Consider two graphs
￿
‰
￿ y
‡f
￿ and
￿
￿
￿ y
‡f
5 1
￿ , and let t and
s be the sink of
￿
￿
￿ y
‡f
￿ and the source of
￿
‰
￿ y
‡f
5 1
￿ , respectively. Then we add edges
￿ t
￿ s
￿ and
￿ s
￿ t
￿
to
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ and compute Rt
￿ Rt
@ Ls and Ls
￿ Ls
@ Rt. Edge
￿ t
￿ s
￿ is assigned color
￿ c
￿ t
￿
(
￿ c
￿ s
￿
￿
￿ ; edge
￿ s
￿ t
￿ is assigned color
￿ ¯ c
￿ s
￿
(
￿ ¯ c
￿ t
￿
￿
￿ .
If
¤
￿
!
￿
9
¤
p , there is a leaf
¿ of
¤ which is not a node of
¤
p . Let
￿ be the neighbor of
¿ in
¤ . If
￿
is a node of
¤
†
p , all we have to do is to detach the edge
￿
y
¿
’
￿
￿
￿
,
￿ from
¤ . Otherwise, let
` and
￿ be the
other two neighbors of
￿ in
¤ . Then
￿
￿
`
X
￿
˜
￿
}
￿ is an edge of
¤
p , and the characteristic of edge
￿
￿
`
X
￿
˜
￿
w
￿ has
been computed by concatenating the characteristics of edges
￿
￿
`
X
￿
￿
￿
,
￿ and
￿
￿
￿
’
￿
˜
￿
}
￿ and then applying the
same operations as for the case
¤
+
￿
0
¤
p to edge
￿
￿
`
X
￿
˜
￿
}
￿ . Once the concatenation has been performed,
we proceed as in the case
¤
J
￿
*
¤
p .
The concatenation of characteristics, however, requires some closer consideration. The problem we
are facing is that the characteristics and thus the corresponding path-decompositions may have op-
posite directions. That is, t
<y
g
u
˚
￿
￿
ˆ
￿
h
= may in fact be represented as a list t
<y
g
ˆ
￿
˚
h
= sorted from
￿ to
`
instead of from
` to
￿ , while t
<y
g
ˆ
￿
¸
h
= is sorted from
￿ to
￿ . This means that the path-decomposition
Y
g
ˆ
￿
˚
h is currently sorted from
￿ to
` ; but we need to sort it from
` to
￿ in order to concatenate it with
path-decompositionY
g
ˆ
￿
¸
h .
23Let t
<y
g
ˆ
￿
˚
h
=
,
￿
*
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
g
ˆ
￿
˚
h
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g s
h
g
ˆ
￿
˚
h
￿
￿
￿ and t
￿ y
g q
h
g
ˆ
￿
˚
h
￿
o
￿
*
￿ y1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ yr
￿ . Thenwe deﬁnet
<y
g
u
˚
￿
￿
ˆ
￿
h
= as t
<y
g
u
˚
&
￿
ˆ
￿
h
=
X
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
g
§
˚
￿
￿
ˆ
￿
h
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g s
h
g
u
˚
&
￿
ˆ
￿
h
￿
￿
￿ , where t
￿ y
g s
3 q
5 1
h
g
u
˚
￿
￿
ˆ
￿
h
￿
8
￿
J
￿ yr
￿ yr
3 1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ y1
￿ .
In order to properly ﬂip the path-decomposition Y
g
ˆ
￿
˚
h , we also have to ﬂip all graphs
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ along
edge
￿
￿
￿
;
￿
˜
`
f
￿ . Let the source and sink of
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ be s and t. Then we ﬂip
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ by changing the colors
of both vertices. To keep track of the ﬂip, we also let the source pointer of yh point to t and the sink
pointer of yh point to s. We also have to exchange sets La and Ra for all vertices a
 
￿
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ . We
perform this exchange only for the source s and the sink t of
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ . We will see in the description
of Phase 4 that an explicit exchange of the other sets is not required. In order to prove the correctness
of this Phase, however, we assume that we exchange all these sets explicitly. Now we can proceed as
above to concatenate graphs as needed.
It remains to describe how to “detach” an edge from
¤ . Take any other edge e incident to node
￿ .
W.l.o.g. assume that e is directed away from
￿ and
￿
y
¿
’
￿
￿
￿
X
￿ is directed from
￿ to
¿ . Let y1 be the ﬁrst
entry of t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿ , and let y
v1 be the ﬁrst entry of t
￿ y
g 1
h
g
ˆ
￿
￿
h
￿ . Let s and s
v be the sources of
￿
‰
￿ y1
￿ and
￿
￿
￿ y
v1
￿ , respectively. Then we add a link
￿ s
￿ s
v
T
￿ to the link list
￿ . In addition, we concatenate all
graphs
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ , yh
  t
￿ y
g q
h
g
ˆ
￿
￿
h
￿ and t
￿ y
g q
h
g
ˆ
￿
￿
h
￿
￿
  t
<y
g
ˆ
￿
￿
h
= , to a single graph
￿
‰
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
;
￿
￿
¿
,
￿
￿
￿ in the same way as we
concatenated graphs
￿
‰
￿ y
‡f
￿ to a graph
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ above.
Introduce nodes: Let
W be an introduce node with child
^ , and let C
V
w
￿
«
￿
￿
¤
‰
p
2
￿
￿
￿ Z
pe
￿ e
Z
￿
'
–
￿
￿
￿ t
<y
pe
=
￿
￿ e
Z
[
'
–
￿ and
C
c
￿
￿
k
￿
￿
¤
ﬁ
￿
￿
￿ Ze
￿ e
Z
[
'
￿
￿
￿ t
<ye
=
￿
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿ . Let x be the introduced vertex. As for forget nodes, we have two
cases. If
¤
+
￿
$
¤
p , consider an edge e
 
￿
¤ . If
￿Ze
￿
f
￿
P
￿Z
pe
￿, let t
<ye
=
w
￿
J
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g s
h
e
￿
￿
￿ and t
<y
pe
=
w
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g a
3 1
h
e
￿
(
￿ 1
￿ t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ 1
￿ t
￿ y
g b
h
e
￿
(
￿ t
￿ y
g b
5 1
e
￿
￿
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
(
￿ t
￿ y
g s
h
e
￿
￿
￿ . First we copy the information
from each entry in t
<ye
= to the corresponding entry in t
<y
pe
= . Now let yh
  t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿ , a
B q
B b, and let s
and t be the source and sink nodes stored with yh. Then we set Ls
￿ Ls
7
￿
￿ x
￿ and Rt
￿ Rt
7
L
￿ x
￿ .
Now considerthecase when
￿Z
pe
￿
￿
￿
*
￿Ze
￿
￿
￿ 1 andZ
p
g a
3 1
h
e
￿ Z
p
g a
h
e
@
8
￿ x
￿ . (The two othercasescanbehan-
dled analogously.) In this case, t
<ye
=
%
￿
+
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g s
h
e
￿ and t
<y
pe
=
o
￿
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g a
3 1
h
e
￿
(
￿ t1
￿ 1
￿
t2
￿ 1
￿ t
￿ y
g a
5 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ 1
￿ t
￿ y
g b
h
e
￿
(
￿ t
￿ y
g b
5 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
(
￿ t
￿ y
g s
h
e
￿
￿
￿ , where
￿ t1
￿ t2
￿ is a split of t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿ of either of
the two types. For all typical lists except t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿ we proceed as in the case
￿Ze
￿
,
￿
R
￿Z
pe
￿. If
￿ t1
￿ t2
￿
is a type-two split, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements in t1 and t2 the ele-
ments in t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿ . We copy the necessary information and add the node x to sets Ls and Rt in t2 as
above. If
￿ t1
￿ t2
￿ is a type-one split, t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿
8
￿
J
￿ y1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ yr
￿ , t1
￿
J
￿ y1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ yf
￿ , and t2
￿
J
￿ yf
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ yr
￿ . For
1
B h
C f, we simply copy the information for yh from t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿ to t1. For all elements in t2, we copy
the information from t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿ to t2 and then add x to sets Ls and Rt as described above. Finally, for
yf in t1, we create a new graph
￿
￿
￿ yf
￿ with a single node s
￿ t and set Ls
￿ Rt
￿ Ls
￿ , rs
￿ 1, and
c
￿ s
￿
b
￿ c
￿ t
￿
4
￿ red, where s
v is the sink node stored with yf in t2 (before adding x). Also, we set
k
￿ yf
￿
.
￿ 1 in t1.
If
¤
†
p
\
!
￿
:
¤ ,
¤
†
p contains one edge from a leaf
¿ to its neighbor
￿ which is not in
¤ . Moreover, node
￿ may not be in
¤ . If
￿ is in
¤ , the information stored with the edges that are in both
¤ and
¤
p
does not change, and we simply copy it. If
￿ is not in
¤ , let
` and
￿ be the other two neighbors of
￿
in
¤
p . We performed a type-one split to obtain characteristics for edges
￿
￿
`
X
￿
￿
￿
,
￿ and
￿
￿
￿
’
￿
˜
￿
}
￿ in
¤
p . The
necessary information stored with these edges can be computed similar to the procedure for type-one
splits described above. Finally, let e
￿
:
￿
y
¿
’
￿
￿
￿
,
￿ and t
<ye
=
}
￿
:
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g s
h
e
￿
￿
￿ . Then t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿
8
￿
:
￿
￿
￿Z
g q
h
e
￿
￿
￿ ,
and we assign to the unique element y1
  t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿ the graph
￿
‰
￿ y1
￿ consisting of a single node s
￿ t
with Ls
￿ Rt
￿ Z
g q
h
e , rs
￿ 1, and c
￿ s
￿
￿
￿ c
￿ t
￿
.
￿ red; k
￿ y1
￿
8
￿ 1.
24Join nodes: Finally, let
W be a join node with children
^ and
_ . The corresponding characteristics are C
V
X
￿
￿
￿
¤
U
￿
￿
￿ Ze
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿
￿
￿ t
<ye
=
￿
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿ , C
c
/
￿
9
￿
￿
¤
￿
￿
￿
￿ Ze
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿
￿
￿ t
<ae
=
￿
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿ , and C
a
4
￿
9
￿
￿
¤
￿
￿
￿
￿ Ze
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿
￿
￿ t
<be
=
￿
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿ . For every
edge e
 
￿
¤ , we have to compute the information stored with t
<ye
= from the information stored with
t
<ae
= and t
<be
= .
A complication that we have to deal with is the fact that for an edge e
￿
P
￿
d
￿
w
￿
￿
￿
>
￿ in the trunk
¤ , t
<ae
=
may be sorted from
￿ to
￿ and t
<be
= may be sorted from
￿ to
￿ . The same is then true for the graphs
￿
￿
￿ ah
￿ and
￿
‰
￿ bh
￿ associated with these lists. If this is the case, we ﬂip one of the lists including all its
associated graphs using the same procedure as described for forget nodes.
Now each sequence t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿ is computed from two sequences t
￿ a
g q
h
e
￿ and t
￿ b
g q
h
e
￿ . Let a
p
￿
0
￿ a1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ an
￿ ,
t
￿ b
g q
h
e
￿
￿
￿
+
￿ b1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ bn
￿
￿ , y
‡
4
￿
J
￿ y
‡1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ y
‡c
￿ , and t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿
￿
￿ t
￿ y
‡
￿
￿
￿
￿
J
￿ y1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ ym
￿ , as deﬁned in the descrip-
tion of Phase 1.
Given the pointers r
￿ yh
￿ for all elements yh
  t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿ as computed in Phase 1, the information stored
with every element yh
  t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿ can be computed from the information stored with the elements of
y
‡ similar to the processing of a forget node, as only typical operations and duplicate removals are
involved in this computation.
We describe how to compute the appropriate information for every element y
‡f
  y
‡ . Recall that every
element y
‡f stores two pointers p
￿ y
‡f
￿ and q
￿ y
‡f
￿ so that y
‡f
￿ ap
g y
˘f
h
￿ bq
g y
˘f
h . We ﬁrst construct two
graphs
￿ a
￿ y
‡f
￿ and
￿ b
￿ y
‡f
￿ deﬁned as follows:
If f
C c and p
￿ y
‡f
￿
￿
￿ p
￿ y
‡f
5 1
￿ , then
￿ a
￿ y
‡f
￿ consists of a single node s
￿ t with Ls
￿ Rt
￿ L
vs,
rs
￿ 1, and c
￿ s
￿
4
￿ red, where s
v is the source of
￿
￿
￿ ap
g y
˘f
h
￿ . In this case, let ka
￿ y
‡f
￿
￿
￿ 1. If f
￿ c
or p
￿ y
‡f
￿
￿
C p
￿ y
‡f
5 1
￿ , then
￿ a
￿ y
‡f
￿
￿
￿
l
￿
￿
￿ ap
g y
˘f
h
￿ and ka
￿ y
‡f
￿
b
￿ k
￿ ap
g y
˘f
h
￿ . The graph
￿ b
￿ y
‡f
￿ and the
value kb
￿ y
‡f
￿ are deﬁned analogously. Now we deﬁne k
￿ y
‡f
￿
￿
￿ max
￿ ka
￿ y
‡f
￿
(
￿ kb
￿ y
‡f
￿
￿
￿ . Let sa be the
source of
￿ a
￿ y
‡f
￿ and sb be the source of
￿ b
￿ y
‡f
￿ . Then we deﬁne rsa
￿ rsa
￿
￿
￿ k
￿ y
‡f
￿
%
? ka
￿ y
‡f
￿
￿
￿ and
rsb
￿ rsb
￿
￿
￿ k
￿ y
‡f
￿
6
? kb
￿ y
‡f
￿
￿
￿ . We create two new vertices s and t and add edges between s and
sa and sb as well as between ta and tb and t, where ta and tb are the sinks of
￿ a
￿ y
‡f
￿ and
￿ b
￿ y
‡f
￿ ,
respectively. We set Ls
￿ Lsa
7 Lsb, Rs
￿ / 0, Lsa
￿ Lsb
￿ / 0, Lt
￿ / 0, Rt
￿ Rta
7 Rtb, Rta
￿ Rtb
￿ / 0,
rs
￿ 0, rt
￿ 0, and c
￿ s
￿
.
￿ c
￿ t
￿
.
￿ red. The new edges are colored as follows:
c
￿
￿
￿ s
￿ sa
￿
￿
￿
.
￿
J
￿ c
￿ s
￿
(
￿ c
￿ sa
￿
￿
￿
(
￿ c
￿
￿
￿ sa
￿ s
￿
￿
￿
8
￿
9
￿ ¯ c
￿ sa
￿
(
￿ ¯ c
￿ s
￿
￿
￿
(
￿
c
￿
￿
￿ s
￿ sb
￿
￿
￿
.
￿
J
￿ c
￿ s
￿
(
￿ c
￿ sb
￿
￿
￿
(
￿ c
￿
￿
￿ sb
￿ s
￿
￿
￿
8
￿
9
￿ ¯ c
￿ sb
￿
(
￿ ¯ c
￿ s
￿
￿
￿
(
￿
c
￿
￿
￿ ta
￿ t
￿
￿
￿
.
￿
J
￿ c
￿ ta
￿
(
￿ c
￿ t
￿
￿
￿
(
￿ c
￿
￿
￿ t
￿ ta
￿
￿
￿
8
￿
9
￿ ¯ c
￿ t
￿
(
￿ ¯ c
￿ ta
￿
￿
￿
(
￿
c
￿
￿
￿ tb
￿ t
￿
￿
￿
.
￿
J
￿ c
￿ tb
￿
(
￿ c
￿ t
￿
￿
￿
(
￿ c
￿
￿
￿ t
￿ tb
￿
￿
￿
8
￿
9
￿ ¯ c
￿ t
￿
(
￿ ¯ c
￿ tb
￿
￿
￿
(
A
Note that all parts of the constructed tree-decomposition are now represented as a collection of path-
decompositions, except the ﬁlled trunk of the characteristicC
˙ , where
¥ is the root of T. In order to simplify
the description of the next phase, we decompose this ﬁlled trunk into a collection of path-decompositions as
well. This can be done by detaching edges bottom-up until
¤ consists of only a single node. The detach-
ment of edges is done by the procedure used for detaching edge
￿
y
¿
’
￿
￿
￿
,
￿ from the trunk of a forget node. The
following lemma shows that Phase 3 computes the correct input for Phase 4.
Lemma 19 Let
W be a node in T, C
V
f
￿
9
￿
￿
¤
ﬁ
￿
￿
￿ Ze
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿
￿
￿ t
<ye
=
￿
￿ e
Z
￿
'
￿ be the characteristic stored at
W, e an edge of
¤ , t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿ be a typical sequence in t
<ye
= , and yh
  t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿ . Then
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ has Properties G1–G5, and coloring
the source s of
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ with color c
￿ s
￿ directs the edges of
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ from the source s to the sink t of
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿
and colors t with color c
￿ t
￿ .
25Proof. The proof is by induction on the size of the subtree T
V rooted at node
W. If
￿T
V
￿
￿
X
￿ 1, i.e.,
W is a start
node, then every graph
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ consists of a single vertex v with Lv
￿ Rv
￿ Z
g q
h
e
￿ Y
g q
h
e and rv
￿ 1. On the
other hand Yyh
￿
J
￿ Z
g q
h
e
￿ , for some q. Properties G1–G5 are easily now veriﬁed. Moreover, as
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ has no
edges, it is trivially true that coloring s
￿ t with color c
￿ s
￿ directs the edges in
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ from s to t and colors
t with color c
￿ t
￿ .
If
￿T
V
T
￿
e
N 1,
W is an internal node of T, i.e., a join, introduce, or forget node. If
W is an introduce or forget
node with child
^ ,
￿T
c
￿
￿
;
C
+
￿Ti
￿. Hence, by induction hypothesis, all graphs
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ stored with characteristic
C
c have Properties G1–G5. Analogously, if
W is a join node with children
^ and
_ ,
￿T
c
￿
￿
,
C
9
￿T
V
d
￿ and
￿T
a
X
￿
,
C
0
￿T
V
￿
￿,
so that the graphs
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ stored with characteristics C
c and C
a have Properties G1–G5. We show that for
all three node types our algorithm constructs graphs
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ for the elements of the typical sequences in C
V
correctly. It is easily veriﬁed that
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ is series parallel.
Forget nodes: If
W is a forget node with child
^ , we again distinguish two cases. If
¤
l
￿
P
¤
p , the path-
decomposition Ye corresponding to every edge e
 
￿
¤ does not change from
^ to
W. Now consider typical
lists t
<ye
= and t
<y
pe
= . If
￿Ze
￿
X
￿
l
￿Z
pe
￿, these typical lists are equal. Hence, for every element yh
  t
￿ y
p
g q
h
e
￿
￿
￿
t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿ ,
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ has Properties G1–G5 by induction hypothesis. So assume that
￿Ze
￿
;
!
￿
0
￿Z
pe
￿. Again, we restrict
our attention to the case
￿Ze
￿
}
￿
k
￿Z
pe
￿
￿
￿ 1 and Z
g a
3 1
h
e
￿ Z
g a
h
e
@
)
￿ x
￿ . (The other two cases can be handled
analogously.)
Consider the path-decompositions Y
g a
3 1
h
e and Y
g a
h
e corresponding to intervals Z
g a
3 1
h
e and Z
g a
h
e . By in-
duction hypothesis, Y
g a
3 1
h
e
￿ Yy1
n Yy2
n
q
￿
q
￿
q
n Yym, where t
￿ y
g a
3 1
h
e
￿
4
￿
l
￿ y1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ ym
￿ and for every 1
B h
B m,
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ has Properties G1–G5, i.e., represents Yyh properly. Analogously, Y
g a
h
e
￿ Yy
￿1
n Yy
￿2
n
q
￿
q
￿
q
n Yy
￿n, where
t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿
b
￿
k
￿ y
v1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ y
vn
￿ and for every 1
B h
B n,
￿
￿
￿ y
vh
￿ has Properties G1–G5. Thus, every graph
￿
￿
￿ y
‡f
￿ ,
1
B f
B m
￿ n, has Properties G1–G5 and Y
p
g a
h
e
￿ Yy
˘1
n
q
￿
q
￿
q
n Yy
˘m
ƒ n. Now, every element yh
  t
￿ y
p
g a
h
e
￿ corre-
sponds to an interval y
‡k
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ y
‡l of elements in y
‡ , and we compute
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿
￿
￿
9
￿
‰
￿ y
‡k
￿
n
q
￿
q
￿
q
n
￿
￿
￿ y
‡l
￿ . Let s and
t be the source and sink of
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ . First we prove Property G1 and that coloring s with color c
￿ s
￿ directs
all edges in
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ from s to t and colors t with color c
￿ t
￿ . We do this by induction on the number of
concatenated graphs. That is, we consider graphs
￿ j, 0
B j
B l
? k, deﬁned as
￿ j
￿
0
￿
‰
￿ y
‡k
￿
n
q
￿
q
￿
q
n
￿
‰
￿ y
‡k
5 j
￿ .
For j
￿ 0, theclaimholdsbyinductionhypothesis(on
￿T
V
￿
￿). Soassumethat j
N 0. Toshow thevalidityof
￿ j, we have to prove that the coloring of
￿ j is independent of the spanning tree, once we have picked a color
for s. This is true for
￿ j
3 1 by induction hypothesis. Let tj
3 1 be the sink of
￿ j
3 1. Then the color of tj
3 1
depends only on the color of s. The same is true for the source sj of
￿
‰
￿ y
‡k
5 h
￿ because every spanning tree
of
￿ j must contain edge
￿ tj
3 1
￿ sj
￿ . By induction hypothesis (on
￿T
V
￿
￿), the colors of all vertices in
￿
‰
￿ yk
5 j
￿
are ﬁxed, once the color of sj is ﬁxed. Hence, the coloring of
￿ j is independent of the spanning tree chosen
for
￿ j, and
￿ j is valid. In order to show that coloring s with color c
￿ s
￿ colors the sink tj of
￿ j with color
c
￿ tj
￿ and directs all edges in
￿ j from s to tj, we make the following observations: By induction hypothesis,
coloring s with color c
￿ s
￿ colors tj
3 1 with color c
￿ tj
3 1
￿ . Hence, sj is colored with color c
￿ sj
￿ , as edge
￿ tj
3 1
￿ sj
￿
￿
￿ has color
￿ c
￿ tj
3 1
￿
(
￿ c
￿ sj
￿
￿
￿ . By induction hypothesis (on
￿T
V
￿
￿), tj is thus colored with color c
￿ tj
￿ .
Also, coloring s with color c
￿ s
￿ directs all edges in
￿ j
3 1 from s to tj
3 1, chooses edge
￿ tj
3 1
￿ sj
￿ from the
two possible edges between tj
3 1 and sj, and directs all edges in
￿
‰
￿ yk
5 j
￿ from sj to tj because sj receives
color c
￿ sj
￿ .
Properties G2 and G3 are readily veriﬁed. We split the proof of Property G4 into two parts. The ﬁrst
part deals with vertices x that appear in only one subgraph
￿
￿
￿ y
‡f
￿ of
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ . By induction hypothesis, there
are two unique vertices µ
￿ x
￿ and n
￿ x
￿
4
 
t
￿
￿
￿ y
‡f
￿ such that x
  Lµ
g x
h and x
  Rn
g x
h . As
￿
￿
￿ y
‡f
￿ is the only graph
containing x, these are the only such vertices in
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ .
If a vertex x occurs in more than one subgraph
￿
￿
￿ y
‡f
￿ , let
￿
‰
￿ y
‡p
￿ and
￿
￿
￿ y
‡q
￿ be the leftmost and right-
most such subgraphs. As the concatenation of all path-decompositions Y
‡ p
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Y
‡ q must be a valid path-
26decomposition, x is contained in all sets of path-decompositions Y
‡f , p
C f
C q. Hence, if sf and tf are
the source and sink of graph
￿
‰
￿ y
‡f
￿ , then x
  Lsf, p
C f
B q and x
  Rtf, p
B f
C q. In addition, there is
a unique vertex µ
￿ x
￿
￿
 
￿
￿
‰
￿ y
‡p
￿ such that x
  Lµ
g x
h and a unique vertex n
￿ x
￿
￿
 
￿
￿
‰
￿ y
‡q
￿ such that x
  Ln
g x
h . By
induction hypothesis, these are the only vertices in
￿
‰
￿ y
‡p
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿
&
￿
￿
￿ y
‡q
￿ containing x. Our construction proce-
dure removes x from all sink and source vertices in this set of vertices, so that there remain only µ
￿ x
￿ such
that x
  Lµ
g x
h and n
￿ x
￿ such that x
  Rn
g x
h .
The proof of Property G5 distinguishes the same two cases as the proof of Property G3. If x is contained
in only one graph
￿
￿
￿ y
‡f
￿ , then the property follows immediately from the induction hypothesis and the fact
that Yyh is the concatenation of Yy
˘k
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Yy
˘l and
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ is the concatenation of graphs
￿
‰
￿ y
‡k
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿
&
￿
‰
￿ y
‡l
￿ . If
x is contained in more than one graph
￿
￿
￿ y
‡f
￿ , let I
￿
g y
˘p
h
￿ x
￿
b
￿
k
<c
￿ d
= and I
￿
g y
˘q
h
￿ x
￿
￿
￿
R
<c
v
￿ d
v
= . The leftmost
interval I
￿ a
￿ , a
 
U
￿
‰
￿ y
‡p
￿ , contained in I
￿
g y
˘p
h
￿ x
￿ is I
￿ µ
￿ x
￿
￿
￿ ; the rightmost interval I
￿ b
￿ , b
 
t
￿
￿
￿ y
‡q
￿ , contained
in I
￿
g y
˘q
h
￿ x
￿ is I
￿ n
￿ x
￿
￿
￿ . We have already observed that x must be contained in all sets between Yc and Yd
￿ .
Hence, the interval I
￿
g y
h
￿ x
￿
.
￿
J
<c
￿ d
v
= as deﬁned by the two vertices µ
￿ x
￿ and n
￿ x
￿ is correct.
If
¤
›
!
￿
P
¤
‰
p , we removed a leaf
¿ from
¤ to obtain
¤
†
p . If the neighbor
￿ of
¿ is a node of
¤
†
p , the
path-decompositions for edges e
 
￿
¤
p are the same as for their counterparts in
¤ . Hence, by leaving the
graph associated with every entry yh
  t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿ unchanged, we maintain Properties G1–G5.
If
￿ is not a node of
¤
p , we have to merge the path-decompositions Y
g
§
˚
￿
￿
ˆ
￿
h and Y
g
ˆ
￿
¸
h into a path-
decomposition Y
g
u
˚
&
￿
¸
h , where
` and
￿ are the other two neighbors of
￿ in
¤ . Once we have guaranteed
that the directions of typical lists t
<y
g
§
˚
￿
￿
ˆ
￿
h
= and t
<y
g
ˆ
￿
¸
h
= and of the corresponding graphs
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ match, the
lemma can be shown similar to the argument for the case
¤
J
￿
9
¤
p , as the same operations are involved in
computing path-decompositionsYh and graphs
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ .
In order to show that we ﬂip graphs
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ for yh
  t
￿ y
g q
h
g
ˆ
￿
˚
h
￿ correctly, observe that by induction hypoth-
esis, coloring s with color c
￿ s
￿ directs edges from s to t and colors t with color c
￿ t
￿ . This implies by the
validity of
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ that coloring t with color ¯ c
￿ t
￿ colors s with color ¯ c
￿ s
￿ and directs the edges of
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿
from t to s. In order to complete the ﬂip, we exchange the roles of s and t as source and sink vertices, and
exchange the roles of La and Ra, for every vertex a
 
t
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ .
Introduce nodes: We discuss the different possible cases. First assume that
¤
￿
￿
+
¤
p . In this case, we
have to augment a path-decomposition Ye to a path-decomposition Y
p e , for every edge e
 
￿
¤ , by adding the
introduced vertex x to the appropriate sets in Ye. If
￿Ze
￿
,
￿
k
￿Z
pe
￿, the typical list t
<ye
= remains structurally
unchanged. Only, for all sets Z
p
g i
h
e containing the introduced vertex x, we add 1 to list t
￿ y
p
g i
h
e
￿ . This means
that we have to introduce vertex x into every path-decompositionYh represented by an element yh
  t
￿ y
p
g i
h
e
￿ .
This is done by adding x to Ls and Rt, where s and t are the source and sink of
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ . Note that none of the
graphs
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ changes structurally. Properties G1–G5 are now readily veriﬁed. So, consider the case when
￿Z
pe
￿
2
￿
J
￿Ze
￿
￿
￿ 1 and Z
p
g a
3 1
h
e
￿ Z
p
g a
h
e
@
￿
￿ x
￿ , for some a. (The other two cases are handled analogously.)
Write t
<ye
=
￿
￿
J
￿ t
￿ y
g 1
h
e
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g a
3 2
h
e
￿
(
￿ t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ t
￿ y
g s
h
e
￿
￿
￿ . Then every typical list t
￿ y
p
g q
h
e
￿ except t
￿ y
p
g a
3 1
h
e
￿
and t
￿ y
p
g a
h
e
￿ are derived from the corresponding typical sequence t
￿ y
g q
h
e
￿ as in the case
￿Ze
￿
￿
￿
R
￿Z
pe
￿. Also,
we compute the information stored with every element in such a sequence in the same way as in the case
￿Ze
￿
j
￿
9
￿Z
pe
￿, so that Properties G1–G5 are easily veriﬁed. So consider the computation for Z
p
g a
3 1
h
e and Z
p
g a
h
e .
Here we computed a split
￿ t1
￿ t2
￿ of sequence t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿ and set t
￿ y
p
g a
3 1
h
e
￿
￿
￿ t1 and t
￿ y
p
g a
h
e
￿
￿
￿ 1
￿ t2. If the
split is of type two, Properties G1–G5 are easily veriﬁed for all graphs
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ because again these graphs
are just copies of the graphs in t
￿ y
g a
h
e
￿ , possibly augmented by the new vertex x. If the split is of type one,
we have to consider the last entry yf in t1. For this entry, we created a new one-vertex graph
￿
‰
￿ yf
￿ . In the
path-decompositionYe, this type-one split corresponds to duplicating the ﬁrst set in the path-decomposition
corresponding to
￿ yf
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ yr
￿ , which is just what we want. It is straightforward to verify Properties G1–G5
for
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ .
27If
¤
·
!
￿
0
¤
†
p , we possibly split an edge
￿
￿
`
X
￿
˜
￿
w
￿ of
¤ into two new edges
￿
￿
`
X
￿
￿
￿
X
￿ and
￿
￿
￿
;
￿
˜
￿
w
￿ and then attach a
new edge
￿
y
¿
’
￿
￿
￿
X
￿ . Properties G1–G5 can be veriﬁed for graphs
￿
￿
￿ yh
￿ along edge
￿
y
¿
’
￿
￿
￿
,
￿ just as for start-nodes
and for graphs along all other edges as for the case
¤
:
￿
0
¤
†
p .
Join nodes: Now consider a join node
W with children
^ and
_ . Note that the tree-models of characteristics
C
V,C
c , andC
a are the same. So, we ﬁx an edge e and discuss the computation for edge e.
First, the correctness of the ﬂip possibly performed for some of the lists t
<ae
= or t
<be
= can be established
using the same arguments as for forget nodes. Properties G1–G5 are easily veriﬁed for graphs
￿ a
￿ y
‡f
￿ and
￿ b
￿ y
‡f
￿ . So we prove Properties G1–G5 for graphs
￿
￿
￿ y
‡f
￿ . Once this is done, the lemma can be shown for
graphs
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ as for a forget node
W.
First, we prove Property G1 and that coloring s with color c
￿ s
￿ colors t with color c
￿ t
￿ and directs
edges from s to t. Consider a spanning tree H for
￿
￿
￿ y
‡f
￿ . H consists of spanning trees for
￿ a
￿ y
‡f
￿ and
￿ b
￿ y
‡f
￿ as well as three of the four edges
￿ s
￿ sa
￿ ,
￿ s
￿ sb
￿ ,
￿ t
￿ ta
￿ , and
￿ t
￿ tb
￿ . First assume that both edges
￿ s
￿ sa
￿ and
￿ s
￿ sb
￿ are included in H. Then coloring s with color c
￿ s
￿ colors sa and sb with colors c
￿ sa
￿
and c
￿ sb
￿ by choice of the colors of edges
￿ s
￿ sa
￿ and
￿ s
￿ sb
￿ . Hence, ta and tb receive colors c
￿ ta
￿ and
c
￿ tb
￿ , by induction hypothesis. Independently of whether
￿ t
￿ ta
￿
]
  H or
￿ t
￿ tb
￿
\
  H, the coloring of edges
￿ ta
￿ t
￿ and
￿ tb
￿ t
￿ guarantees that t receives color c
￿ t
￿ . As the coloring of all vertices in
￿ a
￿ y
‡f
￿ and
￿ b
￿ y
‡f
￿ is
uniquely determined by the colors of sa and sb, all spanning trees containing edges
￿ s
￿ sa
￿ and
￿ s
￿ sb
￿ give
the same coloring. If w.l.o.g.
￿ s
￿ sb
￿
￿
!
  H, we can argue as above that vertices sa, ta, and t are colored with
colors c
￿ sa
￿ , c
￿ ta
￿ , and c
￿ t
￿ , respectively. This implies that tb receives color c
￿ tb
￿ , and thus sb receives
color c
￿ sb
￿ . Hence, all spanning trees H give the same coloring, and
￿
￿
￿ y
‡f
￿ is valid. Also, coloring s with
color c
￿ s
￿ chooses edges
￿ s
￿ sa
￿ and
￿ s
￿ sb
￿ from the possible edges between s and sa and sb. As sa and
sb are colored with colors c
￿ sa
￿ and c
￿ sb
￿ , all edges in
￿ a
￿ y
‡f
￿ and
￿ b
￿ y
‡f
￿ are directed from sa to ta and
from sb to tb, respectively. Finally, as ta and tb are colored with colors c
￿ ta
￿ and c
￿ tb
￿ , edges
￿ ta
￿ t
￿ and
￿ tb
￿ t
￿ are chosen from the possible edges between t and ta and tb. This proves that coloring s with color
c
￿ s
￿ directs all edges in
￿
‰
￿ y
‡f
￿ from s to t.
Property G2 is easily veriﬁed. To prove Properties G3 and G5, we argue as follows. The construction of
graphs
￿ a
￿ y
‡f
￿ and
￿ b
￿ y
‡f
￿ corresponds to the construction of path-decompositions A
‡f and B
‡f corresponding
to elements a
‡f and b
‡f in a
‡ and b
‡ . Increasing values rsa and rsb for the source vertices sa of
￿ a
￿ y
‡f
￿ and sb
of
￿ b
￿ y
‡f
￿ corresponds totheduplicationof theinitialsets ofA
‡f andB
‡f to constructtwopath-decompositions
¯ A
‡f and ¯ B
‡f of the same length. We “compute” path-decompositions Y
‡f by a parallel composition of graphs
￿ a
￿ y
‡f
￿ and
￿ b
￿ y
‡f
￿ .
In order to prove Property G4, observe that graphs
￿ a
￿ y
‡f
￿ and
￿ b
￿ y
‡f
￿ have this property by induction
hypothesis. Since,
￿ a
￿ y
‡f
￿ corresponds to a path-decomposition ¯ A
‡f containing only vertices from G
c and
￿ b
￿ y
‡f
￿ corresponds to a path-decomposition ¯ B
‡f containing only vertices from G
a , the only vertices shared
between the sets of
￿ a
￿ y
‡f
￿ and
￿ b
￿ y
‡f
￿ can be vertices in X
V. Now y
‡f corresponds to a set Z
g q
h
e , so that exactly
the vertices in Z
g q
h
e are shared between these two graphs. Moreover, as the path-decompositions ¯ A
‡f and ¯ B
‡f
are completely contained in the interval corresponding to Z
g q
h
e , the vertices in Z
g q
h
e must becontained in every
set of ¯ A
‡f and every set of ¯ B
‡f. Hence, Z
g q
h
e
￿ Lsa, Z
g q
h
e
￿ Rta, Z
g q
h
e
￿ Lsb, and Z
g q
h
e
￿ Rta. Now we deﬁned
Ls
￿ Lsa
7 Lsb and Lsa
￿ Lsb
￿ / 0. Thus, every vertex in Lsa
7 Lsb occurs in exactly one set, namely Ls,
and every vertex x in any other set La occurs only in this set because if x
 
￿
￿ a
￿ y
‡f
￿ , then no vertex b
 
L
￿ a
￿ y
‡h
￿
can exist whose set Lb contains vertex x, and no such vertex in
￿ b
￿ y
‡f
￿ can exist because x
!
  Z
g q
h
e . For sets
Ra we argue analogously. Hence, Property G4 holds for every graph
￿
￿
￿ y
‡f
￿ .
The following lemma bounds the size of the constructed graph
￿ .
Lemma 20 Graph
￿ has size O
￿ N
￿ .
28Proof. It is easily veriﬁed that we introduce only a constant number of vertices into graph
￿ at every node
of T. As
￿T
￿
,
B 4N,
￿ has O
￿ N
￿ vertices. Also, it is easy to see that the in-degree and out-degree of every
vertex are bounded by 2. Hence,
￿ has O
￿ N
￿ edges.
Phase 4 — Constructing the tree-decomposition explicitly In this section, we compute for every graph
￿
‰
￿ e
￿ computed in the previous section, the path-decomposition Ye represented by
￿
￿
￿ e
￿ , and we link all
these path-decompositions to obtain the desired tree-decomposition
¢ . We ﬁrst describe how to construct
all path-decompositionsYe.
We start by untangling
￿ . In particular, we pick a vertex ae and a color ce for every subgraph
￿
￿
￿ e
￿ of
￿
and then apply the approach of Section 4 to
￿ . The result is a DAG
￿
v whose connected components
￿
v
￿ e
￿
represent the path-decompositionsYe. Given the DAG
￿
v , we topologically sort it in O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os [12].
First consider a single path-decomposition Ye. We compute for every node a
 
￿
￿
v
￿ e
￿ , its interval I
￿ a
￿ .
This is easily done using time-forward processing [12]. Next we have to compute for every vertex x
  G
its interval I
￿ x
￿ . Recall that this is the smallest interval containing I
￿ µ
￿ x
￿
￿
￿ and I
￿ n
￿ x
￿
￿
￿ . Thus, for every
node a
 
￿
￿
I
v
y
￿ e
￿ and every vertex x
  La
7 Ra, we write a triple
￿ e
￿ x
￿ I
￿ a
￿
￿
￿ to a list L. (This step can be
incorporated into the time-forward processing step.) Then we sort this list by the ﬁrst two components of its
entries, storing the at most two triples
￿ e
￿ x
￿ I
￿ a
￿
￿
￿ and
￿ e
￿ x
￿ I
￿ b
￿
￿
￿ with e and x as their ﬁrst two components
consecutively. I
￿ x
￿ is now the smallest interval containing I
￿ a
￿ and I
￿ b
￿ . If there is only one such interval
I
￿ a
￿ , then x
  La
‘ Ra, i.e., appears only at a. Hence I
￿ x
￿
b
￿ I
￿ a
￿ . Note that sets La and Ra are in fact
handled as one set Sa
￿ La
7 Ra. This is the reason why we did not have to exchange sets La and Ra for
vertices a involved in a graph ﬂip in Phase 3.
Now we write for every vertex x represented in L, triples
￿ e
￿ a
￿ x
￿ to a list
￿ , where a
  I
￿ x
￿ . We sort
the list
￿ by the ﬁrst two components of its entries, storing all entries with the same component
￿ e
￿ a
￿
consecutively.
￿ e
￿ 1
￿
(
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
(
￿
￿
￿ e
￿
(
￿Ye
￿
￿
￿ are the nodes of the path-decomposition Ye. Now we scan
￿ to construct
vertex sets X
g e
￿ a
h
￿
J
￿ x :
￿ e
￿ a
￿ x
￿
)
 
L
￿
￿
￿ . For every such vertex set with a
N 1, we also add an edge
￿
￿
￿ e
￿ a
?
1
￿
(
￿
￿
￿ e
￿ a
￿
￿
￿ to the edge set of U. Now observe that we can perform the above steps for all graphs
￿
￿
￿ e
￿ at the
same time, as we label every record in L and
￿ concerning tree-decompositionYe with the ID of edge e.
It remains to describe how to link path-decompositions Ye into the desired tree U. To do this, we need
to translate the links
￿ a
￿ b
￿
￿
 
U
￿ linking two graph
￿
￿
￿ e1
￿ and
￿
‰
￿ e2
￿ into appropriate edges between the
path-decompositionsYe1 andYe2.
During the initial time-forward processing step computing intervals I
￿ a
￿
G
￿
￿
<a
￿ b
= for all nodes a
 
L
￿
v
￿ e
￿ ,
we add an entry
￿ a
￿ e
￿ a
￿ to a link translation table LT. Now we sort LT by the ﬁrst components of its entries
and
￿ by ﬁrst components. In a single scan we can translate entries
￿ a
￿ b
￿ in
￿ into entries
￿
￿
￿ e1
￿ a
￿
(
￿ b
￿ . We
sort
￿ by the second components and scan again to translate entries
￿
￿
￿ e1
￿ a
￿
(
￿ b
￿ into entries
￿
￿
￿ e1
￿ a
￿
(
￿
￿
￿ e2
￿ b
￿
￿
￿
and add these entries to the edge set ofU.
We summarize this section on the following theorem.
Theorem 4 Given a graph G
￿
J
￿ V
￿ E
￿ , two constants k
￿
￿
⁄ , and a tree-decomposition
Q
P
￿
J
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿ of width k
and size O
￿ N
￿ for G, it takes O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os and O
￿ N
￿ B
￿ blocks of external memory to decide whether G
has tree-width at most
⁄ and, if so, compute a tree-decomposition
¢
0
￿
+
￿
T
£
￿
￿ U
￿ of width at most
⁄ and size
O
￿ N
￿ for G.
Proof. Asgraph
￿ consistsof acollection of seriesparallel graphs,
￿ isplanar. Astheclass of planar graphs
is sparse and closed under edge contraction, Lemma 8 can be applied to
￿ . Hence, the I/O-bound of the the-
orem follows if we can prove that the graph
￿ as well as the constructed tree-decomposition have size O
￿ N
￿ .
Lemmas 18 and 20 do this. The correctness of the algorithm is established if the correctness of each of its
phases can be shown. The correctness of Phase 1 is shown in [11]. Phase 2 is trivial. Lemma 19 establishes
29that the graphs
￿
‰
￿ yh
￿ constructed in Phase 3 have Properties G1–G5, which implies that Phase 4 constructs
the path-decompositions of the tree-decomposition
¢ correctly because Phase 4 precisely implements the
rules for deriving these path-decompositions from the corresponding graphs
￿
‰
￿ e
￿ . The correctness of the
linking in Phase 4 is obvious.
Remark We have not included an explicit description of the (simpler) algorithm for computing a path-
decomposition of minimal width for a graph G
￿
:
￿ V
￿ E
￿ ; but the algorithm is given implicitly in the descrip-
tion of the procedures for the path-decompositions corresponding to trunk-edges.
5.3.3 Constructing a Nice Tree-Decomposition
In this section we consider the problem of constructing a nice tree-decomposition
¢
0
￿
￿
￿
T
£
￿
￿ U
￿ of a graph
G
￿
*
￿ V
￿ E
￿ , given a tree-decomposition
Q
0
￿
$
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿ of G. In [21], it is shown how to compute a triangulation
G
v
￿
J
￿ V
￿ E
v
￿ with the same tree-decomposition as G. In Section 5.3.4, we show how to compute a PEO for
G
v in O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os. We brieﬂy sketch the algorithm by Bodlaender and Kloks [11] for constructing the
nice tree-decomposition in linear time. Afterwards we show how to realize this algorithm in O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿
I/Os in external memory.
The algorithm by Bodlaender and Kloks starts by creating a node in the tree-decomposition containing
the last k
￿ 1 vertices of the PEO. After this, the vertices of G
v are inserted one by one. Let v be the next
vertex to beinserted. As vis simplicial for thesubgraph of G
v inducedbyall verticesfollowing and including
v in the PEO, the neighbors of v form a clique C of size k in this graph and must be stored at some node
in the current tree-decomposition. Moreover, there exists such a node
W that is either a leaf or has only one
child.
If
W is a leaf, we add one or two vertices below
W. If X
V
e
￿ C, we add a child
^ of
W with X
c
8
￿ C
7
ﬁ
￿ v
￿ .
Otherwise, addtwonodes
^ and
_ with
^ beingachildof
W and
_ beingachildof
^ . LetX
c
e
￿ C andX
a
/
￿ C
7
1
￿ v
￿ .
If
W has one child
^ , insert a node
_ between
W and
^ with X
a
￿ X
V and add another child
￿ of
W with X
Æ
2
￿ X
V.
Node
￿ is a leaf, and we can insert v at node
￿ as described in the previous paragraph.
Our external memory algorithm has to deal with two difﬁculties. First, we have to show how to ﬁnd the
node
W for each vertex v to be inserted. Then we have to show how to update the structure of U
￿
J
￿ I
￿ F
￿ as
we keep inserting the vertices of G.
The following observation tells us how to ﬁnd the node
W where to insert the next vertex v. Let w be the
last vertex in v’s neighborhood that has been inserted before v. As the neighbors of v form a clique, they
must all be neighbors of w. Hence, the insertion of v can be performed at the leaf produced by the insertion
of w. Note that there can be more than one vertex v that has w as the last vertex in its neighborhood. This
creates some difﬁculties: When node w was inserted, node
W was a leaf. The insertion of the ﬁrst such vertex
v creates a child of
W. The insertion of the next node v
v makes
W a join node, and the next node v
v
v should be
inserted at one of the children of
W instead of
W. We describe our solution to this problem next.
Given the PEO, it takes sorting and scanning to ﬁnd for every vertex v the last vertex w in v’s neigh-
borhood inserted before v. Call this vertex c
￿ v
￿ . We link all vertices v with the same vertex c
￿ v
￿ into a list
I
￿ c
￿ v
￿
￿
￿ , sorted by decreasing position in the PEO. If such a list contains some of the last k
￿ 1 vertices in the
PEO, we delete all such vertices from the head of the list. Every vertex w stores the name of the head of its
corresponding list I
￿ w
￿ of vertices v with c
￿ v
￿
.
￿ w.
Now we use time-forward processing to construct the nice tree-decomposition. We start by creating a
single node i containing the last k
￿ 1 vertices in the PEO. For every vertex w stored at
W, we pass the ID of
W
together with the list of these k
￿ 1 vertices to the head of the list I
￿ w
￿ . Now we process vertices one by one
in reverse PEO. By Lemma 21, every vertex v receives exactly one node ID
W together with the k
￿ 1 vertices
30in X
V from either its node w
￿ c
￿ v
￿ or from its predecessor in I
￿ w
￿ . By the same lemma, node
W has at most
one child, so that we can start inserting v at this node.
When inserting vertex v at node
W, we create a new node
^ with parent
W and set X
c
￿
￿ X
V. Let C be
the neighborhood of v. We check whether X
c
.
￿ C. If so, we create a new node
_ with parent
^ and set
X
a
￿ C
7
￿
￿ v
￿ . Otherwise, X
c
￿ C
7
￿
￿ z
￿ . We create a node
^
v with parent
^ and X
c
￿
￿ C and another node
_
with parent
^
￿
v and X
a
b
￿ C
7
￿
￿ v
￿ . Now, if v has a successor in the list I
￿ w
￿ , where w
￿ c
￿ v
￿ , we send X
c as
well as the node ID of node
^ to this successor. If the list I
￿ v
￿ is non-empty, we send the node ID of node
_
together with the set X
a to the head of this list.
Lemma 21 Every vertex v receives exactly one node ID
W in the above procedure. At the time when v is
being inserted, node
W has at most one child.
Proof. Let us ﬁrst prove that every vertex receives exactly one node ID. If v is the head of the list I
￿ c
￿ v
￿
￿
￿ ,
then v receives a node ID from c
￿ v
￿ but cannot receive any node ID from any other node as there has not
been any other node v
v with c
￿ v
￿
￿
￿ c
￿ v
v
T
￿ yet. If v is not the head of the list, it receives a node ID from its
predecessor in I
￿ c
￿ v
￿
￿
￿ ; it cannot receive any other node ID, as no node v
v with c
￿ v
v
￿
)
!
￿ c
￿ v
￿ sends any node
ID to v, no node v
v with v
v
8
!
￿ c
￿ v
￿ sends any node ID to v, and node c
￿ v
￿ itself sends a node ID only to the
head of the list I
￿ c
￿ v
￿
￿
￿ and not to v.
To prove that at the time when v is being inserted, node
W has at most one child, we distinguish two cases.
When a vertex w is being inserted into the tree-decomposition, the new node containing w and being sent
to the ﬁrst node in I
￿ w
￿ is a leaf. Hence, the claim is true for the head of I
￿ w
￿ . When inserting a vertex
v
  I
￿ w
￿ , we create a new child
^ of the node
W where the previous node v
v
o
  I
￿ w
￿ was inserted. This may
increase the degree of
W to 2. However, node
^ has degree one, and the next node in I
￿ w
￿ is being inserted at
^ .
Notethatwhenever anodebecomesajoinnode, ouralgorithmdoesnotimmediatelycreatethenodebetween
the join node and its original child. This can now easily be ﬁxed, as every join node
W has two children
^ and
_ ; for one of the two children, say
^ , we have X
c
￿
!
￿ X
V, while for the other one X
a
￿
￿ X
V. Hence, we know that
we have to introduce another node
^
v with X
c
￿
￿ X
V between
W and
^ . Also, we always duplicate a node
W when
inserting a new vertex at node
W. This may produce chains of vertices with only one child each such that the
assigned set X
V is the same for all these vertices. These chains can now easily be contracted using standard
external memory graph techniques.
Lemma 22 Given a graph G
￿
0
￿ V
￿ E
￿ with tree-decomposition
Q
:
￿
0
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿ of width k and size O
￿ N
￿ , a nice
tree-decomposition
¢
￿
￿
$
￿
T
£
￿
￿ U
￿ of width at most k and size O
￿ N
￿ for G can be computed in O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os
using O
￿ N
￿ B
￿ blocks of external memory.
Proof. Given a tree-decomposition D
￿
9
￿
T
S
t
￿ T
￿ of G, a triangulation G
v
￿
9
￿ V
￿ E
v
￿ of G induced by D can be
computed in O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os: for every node
W
e
  T and every pair of vertices
￿ v
￿ w
￿
]
  X
V, add edge
￿ v
￿ w
￿
to E
v . In [21] it is proved that G
v is a triangulation of treewidth k. By Lemma 23, it takes O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os
to compute a PEO of G
v . Given the PEO, we apply the algorithm described in this section to compute the
nice tree-decomposition. The preprocessing and postprocessing steps require sorting and scanning, hence
O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os. The time-forward processing steps take O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os, as every vertex receives only a
constant amount of data. The correctness of the algorithm follows from Lemma 21.
5.3.4 Finding a Perfect Elimination Ordering
In this section, we consider the following problem: Given an undirected graph G
￿
·
￿ V
￿ E
￿ with tree-
decomposition
Q
￿
￿
·
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿ of width k, assume that this graph has been augmented to a triangulation
31G
v
%
￿
«
￿ V
￿ E
v
T
￿ by adding all possible edges between vertices that are stored at the same node of T. We
want to ﬁnd a perfect elimination ordering (PEO) of the vertices of G
v .
The algorithm is simple. We traverse the tree T in preorder. At the root
¥ of T we “process” all vertices
in X
˙ , where “processing” means to assign to each of these vertices the highest possible number in the PEO
that has not been used yet. At any other vertex
^ with parent
W, we “process” all vertices in X
c
@ X
V.
Lemma 23 Given a graph G
￿
R
￿ V
￿ E
￿ , a triangulation G
v
w
￿
{
￿ V
￿ E
v
T
￿ , and a tree-decomposition as deﬁned
above, it takes O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os to compute a PEO of G
v .
Proof. Clearly, we obtain an ordering of the vertices in O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os. We have to prove that the obtained
ordering is a PEO.
Assume that there are three vertices u
C v
C w such that there are edges
￿ u
￿ v
￿ and
￿ u
￿ w
￿ in G
v . We
show that edge
￿ v
￿ w
￿ must also be in G
v , so that the computed ordering is indeed a PEO. Let
W,
^ , and
_ be the
ﬁrst nodes in the preorder traversal that contain u, v, and w, respectively. As u
C v
C w, we have
W
,
M
ﬁ
^
4
M
*
_ .
First observe that
_ must be an ancestor of
W. Indeed, if
_ were not an ancestor of
W, the set X
￿ , where
¿ is the
LCA of
W and
_ would form a separator separating u from w. For the same reason
^ must be an ancestor of
W. However, no ancestor of
W contains u. Hence, as there are edges
￿ u
￿ v
￿ and
￿ u
￿ w
￿ ,
￿ v
￿ w
￿
]
￿ X
V, and edge
￿ v
￿ w
￿ is in G
v .
6 Applications
In this section, we give two applications of our tree-decomposition algorithm. In Section 6.1, we show
how to solve the single source shortest path problem for graphs of bounded treewidth in O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os.
In Section 6.2, we describe an approach for solving NP-hard problems on graphs of bounded treewidth in
O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os and apply it to the following problems: maximum independent set, k-coloring, minimum
vertex cover, minimum dominating set, Hamiltonian cycle, and maximum matching.
6.1 Single Source Shortest Paths
The input to our algorithm is a nice tree-decomposition
Q
l
￿
￿
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿ of the given graph G
￿
￿
￿ V
￿ E
￿ repre-
sented as follows: The nodes of the tree T
￿
0
￿ I
￿ F
￿ are stored in preorder. Every node
W
[
  I is represented by
the set of k
￿ 1 vertices in X
V. Every edge
￿ v
￿ w
￿
-
  E is stored at every node
W
[
  I such that
￿ v
￿ w
￿
\
￿ X
V.
Our algorithm uses a kind of dynamic programming in T. In a ﬁrst phase of the algorithm we process
the nodes of T bottom-up, computing for every pair of vertices
￿ v
￿ w
￿
1
￿ X
V the distance d
V
￿
￿ v
￿ w
￿ between v
and w in G
V. The second phase processes the nodes of T top-down and computes for all pairs of vertices
￿ v
￿ w
￿
￿
￿ X
V the distance d
￿ v
￿ w
￿ between v and w in G. In a third phase, we use the distance information
computed by the ﬁrst two phases to build a shortest path tree for the desired source vertex s.
During the ﬁrst phase of the algorithm we compute
￿ k
￿ 1
￿
-
#
￿
￿ k
￿ 1
￿ -matrices M
v
V for all nodes
W
’
  I
and store them in preorder. Let the vertices in X
V be v1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ vk
5 1. Then position
￿ j
￿ k
￿ of matrix M
v
V stores
d
V
￿ vj
￿ vk
￿ . In the second phase we scan the list of matrices M
v
V and transform each of them into a matrix M
V
storing distance d
￿ vj
￿ vk
￿ at position
￿ j
￿ k
￿ . As each matrix M
v
V or M
V has constant size and the vertex and
edge sets of each vertex have constant size as well, we can implement both phases in O
￿ scan
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os if we
can show the following: (1) In the ﬁrst phase we can compute M
v
V from the matrices stored at the children of
W in T; (2) in the second phase we can compute M
c from M
v
c and M
V, where
W is the parent of
^ in T.
Phase 1 For a start node
W, computing M
v
V is straightforward as G
V
f
￿ G
<X
V
= . Any other node has either one
or two children. If
W has one child, it is either an introduce or a forget node. For a forget node
W with child
^ ,
32G
V
2
￿ G
c and X
c
w
￿ X
V
￿
7
‰
￿ x
￿ . Hence, we only delete the row and column corresponding to x from M
v
c to obtaim
M
v
V . For an introduce node
W with child
^ , X
V
X
￿ X
c
,
7
￿
￿ x
￿ . Let v and w be two nodes in X
V with shortest path
￿ v
￿ u0
￿ u1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ us
￿ w
￿ in G
V. If x is not contained in this path, then the shortest path between v and w in X
c
is the same, and we can just copy the corresponding entry from M
v
c to M
v
V . Otherwise, let ul
￿ x. The only
edges in G
V that are not in G
c are edges with endpoint x. Hence, the paths
￿ u0
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ ul
3 1
￿ and
￿ ul
5 1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ us
￿
exist in G
c and must be the shortest paths between u0 and ul
3 1 and ul
5 1 and us, respectively, in G
c . Thus,
the distance between v and w in G
V is the same as the distance between v and w in the following graph ˆ G
V.
The vertex set of ˆ G
V is X
V. For every non-inﬁnity entry in M
v
c , there is an edge of that weight between the
corresponding vertices in X
c . Finally, we add all edges incident to x in G
V to ˆ G
V. We can now compute M
v
V by
running Dijkstra’s algorithm [14] on ˆ G
V in internal memory, as
￿ ˆ G
V
￿
￿
2
￿ O
￿ 1
￿ .
If
W is a join node,
W has children
^ and
_ with X
V
j
￿ X
c
￿
￿ X
a . Also, if G
c
%
￿
:
￿ V
c
￿
￿ E
c
˜
￿ and G
a
￿
￿
:
￿ V
a
f
￿ E
a
￿
￿ , then
G
V
X
￿
+
￿ V
c
,
7 V
a
f
￿ E
c
e
7 E
a
(
￿ . We construct a graph ˆ G
V from M
v
c and M
v
a as follows: The vertex set of ˆ G
V is again
X
V; the edge set contains an edge
￿ vj
￿ vk
￿ if position
￿ j
￿ k
￿ is less than inﬁnity in at least one of M
v
c and M
v
a .
The weight of the edge is min
￿ M
v
c
￿ j
￿ k
￿
(
￿ M
v
a
￿ j
￿ k
￿
￿
￿ . Again, we compute M
v
V by running Dijkstra’s algorithm
on ˆ G
V. We have to prove that this gives the right result.
Consider a shortest path p in G
V between two vertices v
￿ w
  X
V. We can cut p into maximal subpaths
p1
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ pq such that none of these paths has an interior vertex in X
V. Such a path pk stays completely inside
one of the graphs G
c and G
a because the vertices in X
V form a separator of G
V cutting G
V into two pieces: one
contains all vertices in G
c
;
? X
V; the other contains all vertices in G
a
6
? X
V. Hence, if u and z are the endpoints
of pk with
￿ u
￿ z
￿
\
￿ X
V, then pk must be the shortest path between u and z in either G
Æ or G
ª , so that we have
assigned the length of pk as the weight of edge
￿ u
￿ z
￿ in ˆ G
V. As we do this for all subpaths pk, the length of
the shortest path between any pair of vertices in ˆ G
V is just the length of the shortest path between these two
vertices in G
V.
Phase 2 Consider a node
^ with parent
W. Depending on the type of
W, there are two cases to consider. If
W
is a join or introduce node, then X
c
￿
￿ X
V. Otherwise, X
c
G
￿ X
V
￿
7
￿
￿ x
￿ . The root
¥ of the tree T does not have
any parent, and G
˙
￿
￿ G. Hence, M
˙
w
￿ M
v
˙ . That is, the distances between vertices in X
˙ stored in M
v
˙ are the
distances between these vertices in G.
Now consider the case of a node
^ with a join or introduce node
W as parent. As already noted X
c
%
￿ X
V. By
the inductive assumption, matrix M
V already stores all the distances in G between vertices in X
V. As X
c
￿ X
V,
we just copy the relevant entries from M
V to M
c .
If node
^ ’s parent
W is a forget node, X
c
G
￿ X
V
￿
7
ﬁ
￿ x
￿ . That is, matrix M
V already stores the distance in G
between any pair of vertices
￿ v
￿ w
￿
"
￿ X
c
e
@
4
￿ x
￿ . We have to compute the distances between x and all other
vertices v
  X
V. Consider the shortest path p from x to v. Let w be the ﬁrst vertex in X
V suceeding x on path
p and consider the subpaths p1 from x to w and p2 from w to v. Both paths have to be shortest paths as well.
Hence, the length of p2 is stored in M
V. We claim that p1 stays within G
c , which implies that the length of
p1 is just the distance between x and w stored in M
v
c . Again, this claim is trivial to prove as the vertices in X
V
form a separator of the vertices in G
c from the rest of G, so that in order to reach a vertex not in G
c , the path
starting at x must cross some vertex in X
V; but w is the ﬁrst such vertex, so that the path from x to w cannot
contain any vertex not in G
c .
Hence, we build a graph ˜ G
c with vertex set X
c . An edge
￿ v
￿ w
￿ in G
c has the weight given in M
V if
x
!
 
￿
￿ v
￿ w
￿ . Otherwise, we take the appropriate edge weight from M
v
c . Matrix M
c will now be ﬁlled with the
distances in ˜ G
c between the vertices in X
c , again using Dijkstra’s algorithm.
Phase 3 In this phase, we compute for every node
W a vector D
V storing the distances from node s to the
nodes in X
V. We do this as follows: First we extract all nodes
W such that s
  X
V. For all these nodes, the
33matrices M
V already give us the distances from s to the nodes in X
V. After removing the subtree Ts of T
induced by these nodes, we obtain a set of subtrees T1
￿ T2
￿
￿
A
￿
A
￿
A
￿
￿ Tq of T. We root these subtrees at the nodes
that are adjacent to nodes in Ts. Now we process each of these trees top-down as follows.
Consider such a tree Tl. Let
^ be a node in Tl with parent
W. Let v
  X
c
X
@ X
V. Then any path from s to v
must contain at least one vertex in X
V
‘ X
c . Hence, d
￿ s
￿ v
￿
￿
￿ min
￿ d
￿ s
￿ w
￿
’
￿ d
￿ w
￿ v
￿ : w
  X
V
‘ X
c
￿ . Distances
d
￿ s
￿ w
￿ are already provided by the vector D
V, as X
V
￿
‘ X
c
8
￿ X
V. Distances d
￿ w
￿ v
￿ are provided by the matrix
M
c . Hence, this computation can be carried out for all trees Tl using time-forward processing again.
Finally, if we are interested not only in the distances but also in constructing the shortest path tree (SPT)
for s, we can construct this SPT as follows: We process T top down. For every two vertices v and w stored
at a node
W such that there is an edge
￿ v
￿ w
￿
￿
  E and such that d
￿ s
￿ v
￿
w
￿ d
￿ v
￿ w
￿
-
￿ d
￿ s
￿ w
￿ , we add the edge
￿ v
￿ w
￿ to the SPT. If there is more than one such edge for vertex w, we pick one arbitrarily. Finally, in order
to pick only one parent per vertex w in the SPT, every node
W pushes a Boolean array to its children storing
which nodes have already been assigned a parent in the SPT. We can summarize this section in the following
lemma.
Theorem 5 Given a nice tree-decomposition
Q
l
￿
￿
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿ of width at most k and size O
￿ N
￿ for a directed
graph G
￿
l
￿ V
￿ E
￿ , it takes O
￿ scan
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os to compute a shortest path tree for any source vertex s in G,
provided that the nodes of T are stored in preorder.
Together with our algorithm for computing a nice tree-decomposition and for computing a preorder
numbering a tree, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 2 GivenadirectedgraphG
￿
￿
￿ V
￿ E
￿ withtreewidth atmostk, ittakes O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Ostocompute
a shortest path tree for any source vertex s in G.
6.2 Solving NP-hard Problems on Graphs of Bounded Treewidth
Arnborg, Lagergren, and Seese [6] present polynomial time solutions for NP-hard problems on bounded
treewidth graphs which are describable in monadic second order logic. Arnborg and Proskurowski [4]
present linear time algorithms for graphs of bounded treewidth by processing a k-tree embedding of the
graph. It is straightforward to rewrite their algorithms to use a rooted tree-decomposition instead of a k-tree,
so that their algorithms compute a solution by traversing the tree-decomposition bottom-up. Bodlaender [7]
deﬁnes two classes of graph problems that are decidable in polynomial time on graphs of bounded treewidth
and NP-hard in general. As the algorithms in [4], his algorithms compute an answer to the problem by
traversing the tree-decomposition bottom-up. He proves that several of these problems are decidable in
linear time on graphs of bounded treewidth or graphs of bounded treewidth and bounded degree. The linear
time tree-traversal algorithms of [4, 7] together with the techniques in Section 3 give the following results.
Theorem 6 Given a graph G
￿
:
￿ V
￿ E
￿ with treewidth bounded by some constant k, the following optimiza-
tion problems can be solved in O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os or in O
￿ scan
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os if a tree-decomposition
Q
P
￿
J
￿
T
S
U
￿ T
￿
for G of width at most k and size O
￿ N
￿ is given and the nodes of T are stored in preorder: vertex cover,
chromatic number, independent set, dominating set, and Hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. Simulate the algorithms from [4] using Lemma 7. If the tree-decomposition is not part of the input,
a nice tree-decomposition can be computed in O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os by Theorem 2 and Lemma 22. Using results
from [12], it takes O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os to arrange the nice tree-decomposition in preorder.
Theorem 7 Given a graph G
￿
+
￿ V
￿ E
￿ with treewidth bounded by some constant k, the following decision
problems can be solved in O
￿ sort
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os or in O
￿ scan
￿ N
￿
￿
￿ I/Os if a tree-decomposition
Q
9
￿
$
￿
T
S
t
￿ T
￿ for G
34of width at most k and size O
￿ N
￿ is given and the nodes of T are stored in preorder: vertex cover, chromatic
number, independent set, bipartite subgraph, k-closure, and max cut.
Proof. Analogous to the previous result, using the algorithms from [7] for graph problems in 1-ECC (see
[7] for a deﬁnition of this complexity class).
We illustrate the approach for Theorem 6 using the vertex cover problem as an example. The other solutions
are similar. Details are provided in [4]. Also, the solutions in [4] are easily extended to ﬁnd minimum or
maximum weight solutions instead of minimum or maximum cardinality solutions. The weighted vertex
cover problem is deﬁned as follows:
Given a graph G
￿
$
￿ V
￿ E
￿ and a weight function w:V
D
￿
E , ﬁnd a vertex setC
￿ V of minimum
weight such that every edge e
  E has at least one endpoint inC.
Our algorithm proceeds in two phases. The ﬁrst phase processes the tree T bottom-up, i.e., starting at the
leaves and computing compact representations of partial solutions for internal nodes from representations
computed for their children. The second phase processes the tree top-down to compute the ﬁnal solution.
In the bottom-up phase we compute a candidate set
￿
V for every node
W. This set
￿
V contains all pairs
￿ S
￿ w
￿ , where S
￿ X
V and there is a vertex coverC of G
V containing all vertices in S, but no vertex in X
V
˜
@ S. Let
Cov
￿ S
￿ be the set of all such vertex covers of G
V. Then w
￿ min
￿ w
￿ C
￿ :C
  Cov
￿ S
￿
￿
￿ . After the bottom-up
phase, we choose the pair
￿ S
￿ w
￿
￿
 
￿
￿
o
˙ , where
¥ is the root of T, such that w is minimized. The top-down
phase constructs a vertex cover C
  Cov
￿ S
￿ with w
￿ C
￿
￿
￿ w.
Bottom-up phase The set
￿
o
V is easy to compute for a start node because Cov
￿ S
￿
￿
￿ / 0 if S is not a vertex
cover of G
<X
V
= , and Cov
￿ S
￿
￿
￿
*
￿ S
￿ if S is a vertex cover of G
<X
V
= . In the latter case, we put
￿ S
￿ w
￿ S
￿
￿
￿ into
￿
o
V.
At a forget node
W with child
^ , observe that any vertex cover of G
V is also a vertex cover of G
c and vice
versa. Given a vertex cover C for G
c , then C
‘ X
V
[
￿ S if and only if C
‘ X
c
o
￿ S or C
‘ X
c
%
￿ S
7
￿
￿ x
￿ . Hence,
we put a pair
￿ S
￿ w
￿ into
￿
V if at least one of
￿ S
￿ w1
￿ and
￿ S
7
￿
￿ x
￿
e
￿ w2
￿ is in
￿
c . We deﬁne w
￿ min
￿ w1
￿ w2
￿ .
At an introduce node
W with child
^ , observe that any vertex coverC of G
V must cover all edges in G
c and
all edges incident to x. Moreover, x cannot cover any of the edges in G
c . Hence, either x
  C andC
@
￿
￿ x
￿ is a
vertex cover for G
c , or x
!
  C, C is a vertex cover for G
c , and NG
￿
￿ x
￿
4
￿ C. As NG
￿
￿ x
￿
b
￿ X
V, NG
￿
￿ x
￿
4
￿ S in the
latter case. Hence, we construct
￿
￿
V
f
￿
*
￿
v
7
￿
￿
v
v from two sets
￿
v and
￿
v
v :
￿
v
￿
*
￿
’
￿ S
7
‰
￿ x
￿
e
￿ w
￿ w
￿ x
￿
￿
￿ :
￿ S
￿ w
￿
￿
 
￿
c
￿ and
￿
v
v
￿
$
￿
’
￿ S
￿ w
￿ :
￿ S
￿ w
￿
￿
 
t
￿
c
s NG
￿
￿ x
￿
4
￿ S
￿ .
Finally, at a join node
W with children
^ and
_ , observe that any vertex cover C of G
V must be a vertex
cover for G
c
￿
+
￿ V
c
￿ E
c
￿ and G
a
￿
J
￿ V
a
￿ E
a
￿ . Let C1
￿ C
‘ V
c , C2
￿ C
‘ V
a , and C
‘ X
V
￿ S. Then C1
‘ X
c
￿ S
andC2
‘ X
a
8
￿ S. Hence, there is a vertex coverC withC
‘ X
V
¯
￿ S if and only if
￿ S
￿ w1
￿
￿
 
ﬁ
￿
[
c and
￿ S
￿ w2
￿
￿
 
ﬁ
￿
%
a ,
where w1
￿ w
￿ C1
￿ and w2
￿ w
￿ C2
￿ . As the vertices in S are counted in w1 and w2, we have to compute
w
￿ w1
￿ w2
? w
￿ S
￿ and add
￿ S
￿ w
￿ to
￿
o
V.
Top-down phase Once we have reached the root
¥ of T, we can immediately report the weight of the
minimum weight vertex cover by examining pairs
￿ S
￿ w
￿
>
 
￿
￿
%
˙ and reporting the weight wmin
￿ min
￿ w :
￿ S
￿ w
￿
4
 
U
￿
%
˙
￿
￿ . We construct a vertex cover C with weight w
￿ C
￿
.
￿ wmin as follows:
At the root
¥ of T, we mark the element
￿ Smin
￿ wmin
￿
4
 
￿
￿
˙ as selected and add the vertices in Smin to C.
At any other node
^ with parent
W, the computation depends on the type of its parent.
If
W is a join node with selected pair
￿ S
￿ w
￿ , we mark the pair
￿ S
￿ w
v
￿
￿
 
￿
￿
c as selected, but add no vertices
toC.
If
W is an introduce node with selected pair
￿ S
￿ w
￿ , then either x
  S or x
!
  S. If x
  S, we mark the pair
￿ S
@
￿
￿ x
￿
e
￿ w
? w
￿ x
￿
￿
￿
)
 
￿
￿
￿
c as selected. Otherwise, we mark the pair
￿ S
￿ w
￿
b
 
t
￿
￿
c as selected. Again, we do not
add any vertices toC.
35If
W is a forget node with selectedpair
￿ S
￿ w
￿ , we mark one of the pairs
￿ S
￿ w1
￿ or
￿ S
7
￿
￿ x
￿
e
￿ w2
￿ as selected,
depending on which one has less weight. It may also be that
￿ S
￿ w1
￿
￿
!
 
￿
￿
￿
c , in which case the only possible
choice is
￿ S
7
L
￿ x
￿
e
￿ w2
￿ . If we mark pair
￿ S
7
L
￿ x
￿
e
￿ w2
￿ as selected, we add vertex x toC.
The correctness of the bottom-up phase follows from the discussion given in the description of that
phase. The correctness of the top-down phase follows from the observation that we mark one pair
￿ S
￿ w
￿ as
selected in every candidate set
￿
￿
V and we guarantee thatC
‘ X
V
2
￿ S. Hence,C is a vertex cover for all graphs
G
<X
V
= , where
W is a leaf of T, and an inductive argument shows that C is a vertex cover for G
V
e
￿
l
￿ V
V
x
￿ E
V
u
￿ .
A similar inductive argument shows that if
￿ S
￿ w
￿ is the selected pair in
￿
o
V , then w
￿ C
‘ V
V
u
￿
-
￿ w, so that
w
￿ C
￿
.
￿ wmin.
7 Future Work
In order to obtain improved solutions for the above applications, it is important to ﬁnd improved algorithms
to construct tree-decompositions for bounded treewidth graphs. One approach we are pursuing is to exploit
the additional structure exhibited by special types of bounded treewidth graphs. One such class of treewidth
2k is the class of k-outerplanar graphs, where a k-outerplanar embedding is likely to give us all information
needed to construct tree-decompositions for these graphs.
Also, we are interested in examining the reduction techniques introduced in [5] to see whether these
techniques can be used to design improved external memory algorithms for computing tree-decompositions
for graphs of treewidth at most 4.
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